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1338 GENERAL INDEX
QUIETING TITLES—Co«. Sec.
.22(1)
Presumption
.
claim of title under Act, re
Procedure
.
judicial investigation of 31(2)
. rules re, by Rules Committee. 46(2)
Proceedings
.
abatement or suspension of 39
.
Judicature Act applicable to 45
. validity of, where informality . . .40
Proof
. form of 8(3)
. required re support of
application S(e)
Publication
. notice re application or
decision 11
, order by judge re further 15
Purchaser for value without notice
. protection of 32
Rates
.
presumption re municipal. .22(1) (t)
Referee of Titles
.
certificate of title signed by 24
. powers of 44
. .
reference of petition by judge,
re 21
Register
. certificates and conveyances, re. .35
Registrar of Supreme Court
.
certificate of title certified by ...27
, certificate of title signed by 24
Registrar's certificate
. required, re support of
application 5(c)
Registration
.
certificate of title in Supreme
Court, re 25
Re-investigation
.
petition for certificate re 33(1)
Right of way
.
presumption re, in claim of
title 22(1)(^)
Rules Committee
.
authority of 46
Sale
.
conveyance by Supreme Court . .28
18
Security for costs
. order for, by judge
Service of notice
. order by judge re further 15
Specific performance
. indefeasible title contracted for,
where 29
QUIETING TITLES—Con. Sec
Statement of claim
. filing and form of, re adverse
claimant 16(1)
. verification of, by adverse
claimant 16(1)
Statement of facts
. required, re support of
application 5(d)
Succession duty
. certificate of Treasurer of Ontario
re 9
.
presumption re, in claim of
title 22(l)ig)
Supreme Court
. application for investigation of
title to 4
. certificate of registration in 25
.
conveyance by, in case of sale . .28
. judge acting upon evidence
received by 8(1)
.
officer of, as Inspector of
Titles 41(2)
. sale and conveyance by 28
. separate register of certificates,
etc., kept in 35
Taxes
. proof of payment of 9
Tide
. free from exceptions 22(2)
.
judicial investigation re matters
affecting 30
.
petition for re-investigation
of 33(3)
.
presumption re, in claim
of 22(l)(c)
Title deeds
. required to support application. 5 (a)
Transmission
.
proceedings not suspended by. . .39
Treasurer of Ontario
.
certificate of, re succession duty. .9
Trustee for sale of fee simple
.
entitled to judicial investigation. . 1
Vendors and Purchasers Act
.
production of evidence re 8(2)
RABIES
See Public Health Act
RACE
See Racial Discrimination Act
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RACE TRACKS Sec
Race Tracks Tax Act,
Vol. 4, p. 199.
Access
information, to, by
unauthorized persons 10(1)
race track, to by
Treasury Department 4(3)
Account
. books, of 4(2)
Act
. violation of, penalty for 4(4)
Action
. recovery of taxes, for 7(1)
Affidavits
. returns verified by 4(1)
. taking of 9
Agent
. Treasurer, of, to collect tax .3(2)
Agreement
. lease, to, re payment of tax 5
Association
. race track, books of 4(2)
Bets
. tax an, collection of 3(1)
Books
. race track, of 4(2)
Club
. race track, books of 4(2)
Collection
tax, of 3(1)
. regulations re 8(f)
Collectors
. tax. of, regulations re
remuneration of 8(d)
Company
. race track, books of 4(2)
Declarations
.
taking of 9
Default
. penalty on 4(4, 5)
. . lessee, by 5
Definitions
. person 1 (a)
. race meeting 1(b)
. regulations l(r)
. Treasurer 1 (d)
Delivery
. letter demanding
information, of 6(a)
Deputy Treasurer
. regulations re powers of 8(a)
RACE TRACKS—Con. Sec
Director
. company, of, liable to penalty 4(4)
Form
. returns, of, regulations re 8(&)
Information
. obtaining of 5
. . returns, in, regulations re . .8(6)
. unauthorized persons, to,
not allowed 10(1)
Inspection
. books, of 4(2)
Jury
. action tried without 7(1)
Lessees
. payment of tax by 5
Letter
. information demanded by . . . .6(a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. persons authorized to take
affidavits by 9
. regulations made by 8
. tax prescribed by 3(1)
Manager
. company, of, liable to penalty 4(4)
Office
. race track owner, of 4(2)
Ontario Provincial Police Force
. racing stopped by 4(5), 5
Pari-mutuel plant
. access to, by Treasury
Department 4(3)
Penalties
. payable to Treasurer 7(2)
. recovery of 7(1,2)
. violation of Act, for . . .4(4), 10(2)
Person
. defined 1(a)
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of inquiry as under . .6(6)
Race meetings
. access to track during 4(3)
. defined 1(6)
. returns at close of 4(1)
. . default re 4(5)
. stopped 4(5), 5
. tax on 2
Race tracks
. access to, by Treasury
Department 4(3)
. office of 4(2)
Recovery
. tax, penalties, of 7(1, 2)
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RACE TRACKS—Con. Sec.
Regulations
. defined 1(c)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 8
Remuneration
. tax collectors, of,
regulations re 8(rf)
Returns
. close of meeting, at 4(1)
. regulations re form of 8(6)
Secretary
. company, of, liable to penalty 4(4)
Statement
. returns, of 4(1)
. . default re 4(5)
Statutes
. violation of, penalty for . .4(5), 5
Successor
. Treasurer, of, action
continued by 7(1)
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recovered under ....7(2)
Tax
. bets, on, collection of 3(1)
.
collection of, regulations re . .8(c)
.
payment by lessees of 5
. race meetings, on 2
. recovery of 7(1)
. refusal to pay 4(4)
Treasurer
. action brought in name of ...7(1)
. agent of, operator of race
meeting as 3(2)
. defined l((f)
. information demanded by ....6(fl)
. inspection of books by 4(2)
. payment of tax to, by lessee 5
. racing stopped by
direction of 4(5), 5
. returns to, re moneys
at race meeting 4(l)(fl)
. . default re 4(5)
Treasury Department
. access to race track by 4(3)
. officers of, to obtain
information 6(6)
. regulations re powers of
officers of 8(a)
Vouchers
. relating to race tracks 4(2)
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
Racial Discrimination Act,
Vol. 4, p. 203.
Act
. enemy aliens not protected by ... .2
. violation of, penalties for 3
RACIAL DIS-
CRIMINATION—Con.
Sec
Application
. recovery of penalties by 4(1)
Attorney-General
. consent to application by ...4(1)
Classes of persons
. discrimination against 1
Consent
. recovery of penalties to 4(1)
Creed
. discrimination re 1
Discrimination
. prohibited 1
Enemy aliens
. Act not applicable to 2
Enforcement
. order of 4(3)
Judge
. order of 4(2)
.
Supreme Court, of,
application to 4(1)
Lands
.
discriminatory signs on 1(6)
. . penalty for 3
Newspapers
. discriminatory publications in 1(6)
. . penalty for 3
Offences
. violation of Act, penalties for ...3
Orders
. enforcement of 4(3)
. judge, of 4(2)
Originating notices
. action by way of 4(1)
Payment
.
penalties, order for 4(2)
. recovery of 4(1)
. violation of Act 3
Practice
. Supreme Court, of, to apply 4(1)
Premises
.
discriminatory signs on 1(6)
. . penalty for 3
Publishing
. discriminatory signs,
of, prohibited 1(a) (6)
. . penalty for 3
Race
.
discrimination re 1
Radio
. discrimination through 1(6)
. . penalty for 3
Rules
.
penalties, of 4(1)
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RACIAL DIS- Sec.
CRIMINATION—Com.
Recovery
. practice, of 4(1)
Supreme Court
. action in 4(1)
. order enforced as other
orders of 4(3)
Violation
. continuation of, prohibited
by order 4(2)
RACING
See Entry of Horses at Exhibi-
tions Act; Racing Commission
Act; Ticket Speculation Act
RACING COMMISSION
Racing Commission Act,
Vol. 4, p. 205.
Accounts
. audit of 12
. inspection of 14(^)
Auditor
. appointment of 12
By-laws
.
Commission, by, re conduct
of business 1 1 (^)
Casting vote
.
chairman, by ^i-)
Chairman
. absence of 5(2)
. casting vote by 6(2)
.
civil servant, as 9
. duties of, regulations re ...14(a)
. naming of 5(1)
.
salary 8,10
Commission
. defined 1(a)
Definitions
. Commission 1 (o)
. Minister \(jb)
Employees
—
See Sta£F
Establishment
. Commission, of 2
Expenses
. payment of 10
Fines
. powers re •. 11 (</)
. regulations re 14(7)
Hearings
.
powers re 11(f)
Horse racing
. regulations re 3, ll(o,&,/), 14
. rules of conduct re 14(/)
RACING Sec.
COMMISSION—Con.
Liability for licence
. regulations re 14(&, c)
Licences
. accounts, regulations re 14(/r)
. fees, regulations re 14(rf)
. liable for, regulations re ...14(6, c)
. revocation, regulations re .... 14(e)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment by, for vacancies ...7
. chairman appointed by 5
. clerks and officers appointed by . .8
. members of Commission
appointed by 2
. regulations by ll(/)i 14
. salaries fixed by 8
Minister
. defined 1(6)
Objects
. Commission, of 3
Penalties
. Commission, of 11, 14
. power re 11 id)
. regulations 14(/)
Public Service Act
. officers as civil servants under . . .9
Quorum
. meeting of Commission, at 6
Race tracks
. accounts of, inspection of . . . .14(^)
. employees of, approval of ...14(0
. licence required for 14(6)
. regulations re 11 (6,/), 14
Registration of colours
. regulations re 14(i7)
Reg^ulations
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 11(/),14
Salaries
. determination of 8
. payment of 10
Staff
. appointment of 8, 14(h)
.
civil servants, as 9
. salary of 8, 10
Term of office
. Commission members, of 4
Vacancies
. appointment for 7
Vice-chairman
. acting chairman, as 5(2)
. naming of 5(1)
. salary of 8,10
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RACKS Sec.
See Water Powers Regulation
Act
RAILWAY FIRE CHARGE
Railway Fire Charge Act,
Vol. 4, p. 209.
See also Forest Fires Prevention
Act
Actions
. recovery of charge, for 5
. set aside forfeiture,
to, prohibited 13
Appeals
.
exemption, from, re charge 4
Applications
.
owner, tenant, by, re
protection charges 4
Arrears
. cancellation of forfeiture
on payment of 14
.
charge, of, interest on 9
. defect in proceedings to collect 13
Certificates
. cancellation of forfeiture, of ...14
.
forfeiture, of 12
. . effect of 13
Charge
annual, for protection 2(1)
apportionment of, by Minister 3(2)
general notice of 7,8
interest on arrears of 9
liability of tenant re
payment of 3(1)
. recovery of 5
Collector
amount due in rolls of 7
defined 1(a)
duties of, regulations re 15(o)
notice of forfeiture by 10
roll of lands prepared by 6
Crown
. charge as debt due to 5
. forfeiture of land to 10
. . notice of 11
tenants of lands of,
annual charge re 2(2)
Debts
. charge as, to Crown 5
Defects
. proceedings, in, effect of 13
Definitions
. collector 1 (a)
. Minister l(ft)
.
railway lands 1 (c)
. tenant \{d)
RAILWAY FIRE Sec.
CHARGE—Con.
Exemptions
. payment of charge, from 4
Forfeiture
. cancellation of, on payment
of arrears 14
, certificate of ; 12
. . effect of 13
. land, of, for non-payment 10
Forms
. notice of amount due, of 7
. notice of forfeiture, of 10
. regulations re ... 15(6)
Interest
. arrears, on 9
Lands—See also Railway lands
. agricultural, exempt from charge 4
. forfeiture of, for non-payment 10
. . notice of 11
.
roll of, collector's 6
Liability
. tenant, of, re payment
of charge 3(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. charge for protection fixed by 2(1)
.
collector designated by 1(a)
. regulations by IS
Minister
. action in name of 5
. annual charge paid to 2(1)
.
apportionment of charge by . .2{.2)
. certificate of cancellation by ....14
. certificate of forfeiture by 12
. . efTect of 13
.
defined 1(6)
. exemption of agricultural
lands by 4
. returns to, regulations re ...lS(c)
Notice
. charge, of 7
. forfeiture, of 10, 11
Ontario Gazette
. notice of charge in 8
. notice of forfeiture in 10
Owners
. exemptions from charge 4
. liability of, re payment of
charge 3(1)
.
payment of annual charge by 2(1)
.
rights of, on cancellation
of forfeiture 14
Payment
. liability of tenant re 3(1)
. time for 8
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RAILWAY
FIRE CHARGE—Cow.
Sec
Procedure
. regulations re 15(a)
Proceedings
. defect in, effect of 13
Property
. protection of, charge for 2(1)
Protection
. annual charge for 2(1)
Publishing
. general notice of charge, of 8
Railway lands
—
See also Lands
. annual charge by tenants of 2(1,2)
. defined \{c)
Recovery
. charge, of 5
Reduction
. charge, of 4
Registration
. certificate of cancellation, of ..14
Reg^ulations
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 15
. particulars in roll required by . .6
Returns
. owners, tenants, by,
regulations re lS(f)
Ron
. collector's 6
Tenants
. defined l(rf)
. exemptions from charge 4
.
liability of, for charge 3(1)
. payment of annual
charge by 2(1, 2)
. rights of, on cancellation
of forfeiture 14
RAILWAYS
Railways Act, Vol. 4, p. 213.
See also Arbitration Act; Assess-
ment Act; Companies Act;
Conditional Sales Act; ' Cor-
oners Act; Corporations Tax
Act; Definition of Time Act;
Division Courts Act; Election
'Act; Forest Fires Prevention
'Act; Game and Fisheries Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Injured
'Animals Act; Jurors Act;
Liquor Control Act; Liquor
Licence Act; Master and Ser-
vant Act; Mechanics' Lien
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Act; Municipal Electric Rail-
ways Act; Iklunicipal Fran-
chises Act; Ontario Municipal
Board Act; Ontario North-
land Transportation Commis-
sion Act; Public Health Act;
Public and Other Works
Wages Act; Public Parks Act;
Public Utilities Act; Public
Utilities Corporations Act;
Public Vehicles Act; Railway
Fire Charge Act; Telegraph
Act; Telephone Act
Abandotmient
. proceedings, of 89(21,22)
Accidents
cattle, re 283,284
notice to Board re 281(1,3)
. penalties 281(2)
powers of Board re 281(4-6)
returns re 275(1. 2) 276, 277
. admissibility in evidence of 282
Accommodations
—
See also Facilities
for tra£Bc
handling traffic, for 146(1)
. actions for neglect re ... 146(7)
. powers of Board re ... 146(3, 6)
. private sidings 146(2)
. regulations re 146(8)
.
transfer from one railway
to another 146(5)
sleeping and parlour cars 160
stations, at 161
Accountant of the Supreme Court
. copy of conveyance
delivered to 89(35)
Accounting
. officers, by 20
Accounts
. duty of directors re 25
. names and addresses of
shareholders, re 38
Acquisition of land
. time limit re 70(5)
Acqtiittances
. Board giving, on seizure
for breach of agreement 261(4,5)
Acting presidents
. powers of 23
Actions
—
See also Liability;
Penalties
. acts or omissions causing
damage, re 290(2)
. Attorney-General, by 301
. . recovery of subsidies, re 270(3, 4)
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RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Actions
—
Con.
baggage checks improperly
refused 151(3)
calls, re 26(5)
cattle on railway,
re 283 (1-6), 284, 285(2. 3)
.
directors' contracts, re 18(2)
. fires caused by locomotives re 139
.
forfeited shares, re ii
.
neglect of company re
accommodations, for . . . 146(7, 8)
negligence re station
accommodations, for 161(6)
.
operation of defective
cars, re 268(3)
persons damaging freight,
against 294
pipes and wires damaged
by street railways, re ...239(5)
recovery of penalties, for . .268(3)
recovery of tolls, for 186(2)
repairs at level crossings, re . . 128
securities, re 48(2)
seizure of railway by
Board, re 261(5,6)
shareholders, against 37
. time for bringing 267(1, 2)
.
unauthorized Sunday
operation, re 234(4, 5)
Additional lines
. street railways, of, powers
of Board re l(M(7-9)
Administration of Act
. regulations re 103(1) (/)
Administrators
.
conveyance by 81, 82
.
liability of companies to ...267(3)
Advertisement
sale of goods to recover
tolls, of 186(4,6)
Affidavits
. absence of owner, re 89(3)
readiness of railways
for opening, re 174(2)
. service of notice, of 86(2)
. warrants, re 89(31)
Agency
. companies liable to
penalties on basis of 297(1)
Agents
. companies liable to
penalties for acts of 297(1)
. orders re tolls contravened by 205
Agreements
—
See also Amalgamation
agreements; Contracts
.
annual rent, re 85
RAILWAYS—Con. S£C.
Agreements
—
Con.
compensation, re 87
cost of highway crossings, re 124
cost of urinals, re 254(4)
delivery of, to Accountant
of Supreme Court 89(35)
duration of franchises,
re 24€(2), 252(2)
eflfect of regulations on
rights and duties under ..103(6)
effect on powers of
Board of 104(8,9)
expense of stenographers ...89(13)
expiry of franchise, after 247, 252(2)
facilities for traffic, re 210(7)
fenders, re 253(3)
interchange of traffic, re 64
Joint tariffs, re 200(1)
Municipal Franchises Act,
in contravention of 251
municipalities, with
. by-laws subject to 172
. electric railways, re 259
. hours of labour, re 273(2)
. poles, re 61(1)
. provisions deemed to be
contained in 260
.
remedies for breach of 261
.
street railways . . .231, 232(2), 233,
241(3). 260
pooling, re 187(8)
powers of Board, subject to 250(3)
preventing continuous
carriage of goods 202(1)
radial lines, re 263
Sunday operation of
street railways, re 235(5)
supply of power, re 241(l)(f)
title to land, as 89(36)
transfer of street railways
by municipalities, re 240
.
transmi.'^sion of power to
municipalities, re 302
Agreements for lease
—
See
Amalgamation agreements
Agreements for sale
—
See
Amalgamation agreements
Air forces
.
regulations re carriage of . . .303(1)
Aisles
. open cars, in, width of 106
Aliens
.
employment of, by
subsidized companies ...270(6)
. shareholders, as 39
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RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Alig^nment of tracks
. agreements deemed to
contain provisions re . . . .260(m)
Allocation of stock
. provisional directors, by 8(3)
Alterations
.
application of Act to
altered portion 78(3)
. bridges, in, applications
re 117(1-4)
electric railways on
highways, re 250
submission to Board of
amended plans, re 78(1,2,4)
tunnels or bridges, re ...116(2,4)
Amalgamation agfrecments
—
See also
Agjreements; Contracts
applications re 65(2-5)
. . notice of 65(3-5)
approval of shareholders re 65(1)
. effect of 66, 67
Amendment
. freight tariffs, of 190(3,4)
. plans, of 78
Ammimition
.
regulations re carriage of . . 303(1)
Animals
—
See Cattle
Appelas
. awards, from 89(24, 26)
. . procedure on 89(25)
. Board, to
. . agreements deemed to
contain provisions, re . 260(/)
. . by-laws re street
railways, re 242(2, 3)
. order of Board, from, re
furnishing of additional
cars 262(2,3)
. orders re summer cars, from 106(4)
Appliances
—
See also Equipment
. canals, pipes, or wires
across railways, re 111(3)
fire prevention, for 139(1)
. regulations re 103(l)(/,5')
handling traffic, for 146(1) (</)
intersections, at 129(6)
life-saving, on elettric
motor cars 253
. powers of Board re 104
Applications
. Board, to
. . alteration of tunnels or
bridges, re 116(4)
amalgamation agreements, re 65
. . approval of maps, re 68
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Applications
—
Con.
Board, to Con.
. branch lines, re 92, 93
. bridge construction, re 117(1-4)
. by-law for preference
stock, re 40(4)
canals, pipes, or wires
across railways, re 1 1
1
. certificate of correction, for 73
. connection of railway
lines, re 130,131(1)
. crossings, re 113
drainage, re 109(2-4)
. erection of fences, re ....114(5)
gauge, re 97
. increasing capital stock, re 10(3)
. interchange of traffic, re ..64(2)
. intersecting lines,
xe 129,130,131(1)
. joint tariffs, re 201(1)
. opening of railways, re 174
. poles, re 61(1)
. preference stock issue, re . .40(4)
. purchase of additional land, re 86
. radial lines, re 263(3)
. railways along or across
highways, re .. 118(1), 120, 123
. repair of subsidized
railways, re 271 (1)
. telephone lines across
railways, re 62(2, 3), 63
. telephone systems, re ...61(3,4)
. time limit for
acquiring land, re 70(5)
. use of land of other
railway companies, re ...59(2)
use of newly completed
bridges, re 117(5)
joint board, to, re
connection of railway lines 131(1)
judge of Supreme Court, to,
re exercise of powers of
county judge 89(4)
. judge, to
.
appointment of
arbitrators, re 89(5, 7)
. . notice to owners, re 89(3)
. . payment into court, re 89(35-43)
. Legislature, to, by
purchaser of railway 52(7, 8)
owners of land, to,
re compensation 87
. Provincial Secretary, to,
by purchasers of railway . . .52(4)
Apportionment
. compensation, of, re fires
caused by locomotives .... 139(5)
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RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Apportionment
—
Con.
cost, of
. connection of railway
lines, re 130(2)
. railway along or across
highway, re 123(3), 124
stock, of, by
provisional directors 8(3)
tolls, of 64
. joint tariffs, re . .201(1, 3), 203(2)
Approaches
. construction of, agreements
deemed to contain
provisions re 260(^)
.
fencing of, at highway
crossings 126(2)
Arbitration
—
See also Arbitrators;
Awards
. abandonment of
proceedings re 89(21, 22)
appeals 89(24, 26)
. procedure on 89(25)
awards, technical
objections to 89(23)
cost of stenographer for ...89(13)
notice of 91(4)
owners commencing
proceedings re 89(8)
possession taken on
tender of compensation . .89(28)
warrants for possession ....89(29)
. execution of 89(30)
. issued before award . . .89(31-33)
Arbitration Act
. appeal from awards under 89(25)
Arbitrators See also Arbitration;
Awards
. appointment of 89(5-7,15-20)
. death of 89(15)
. documents transmitted to
Registrar by 89(14)
I
. duties of 89(9-11)
. stenographers sworn by ....89(12)
Artillery
. regulations re carriage of . .303(1)
Assembly
. annual returns laid before . .274(5)
. free transportation for
members of 219
Assets and liabilities
. returns re 278(l)(o)
Attorney-General
. actions brought in name of . . .301
. information filed with, re
purchase of railway stock 286(4)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Auctions
. public, unclaimed goods
sold at 186(6)
Awards
—
See also Arbitration;
Arbitrators
. appeals from 89(24,26)
. . procedure on 89(25)
. contents of 89(23)
.
delivered to Accountant
of Supreme Court 89(35)
. notice re 89(27)
. title to land, as 89(36)
Badges
. constables, of, conductors
to wear 226(1)
. employees to wear 147
Baggage
. tolls re excess 151(2)
Baggage cars
.
persons injured on 149
Baggage checks
. regulations re 151
Banks
—
See Chartered banks
Beaches
. use by company of 60, 80
. .
consent to, by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council . . . .60(1)
Bearer bills
. issue of, not authorized 51(4)
BeUs
. highway crossings, used at ...155
. trains, on 99
Bills
—
See Negotiable instruments
Blackboards
. expected time of arrival on .... 145
Blasphemous lang^uage
. expulsion of passengers
using 226(2) (6)
Board
. applications to—see Applications
. deeds deposited with 47(4)
. defined 1(a)
. free transportation for
members of 219
. inspecting engineers
appointed by 173(1)
. joint tariffs filed with 200(1)
. orders of, penalties for
violation of 290(1)
. petition to, re by-laws of
street railways 242(3, 4)
. powers of
. . accidents, re 281
. . accommodations for
handling traffic, re ...146(3,6)
i
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RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Board
—
Con.
powers of
—
Con.
. bridges, re 1 16
. by-laws of companies, re 166, 167
. construction of railways
on highways, re 250(1,2)
. conveniences for
employees, re 254
. conveniences for
passengers, re 255
. discrimination, re ... 187(6, 7)
. equipment and service, re 103-106
. equipment for trains, re . . .98(9)
. examination for colour
blindness, re 266
. examination of
motormen, re .. .265(1), 266(4)
. expiry of franchise
re ...246(2, 3, 6), 247. 252(2-4)
. fares on sleeping and
parlour cars, re 160(2)
. fire guards, re 140
. flooring of bridges, re 55
. foot-bridges, re 121
. freight tolls, re 188-196
. increasing capital stock, re ... 10
. inspection of tariffs, re 204(4)
.
inspection, re 173-176
. interchange of traffic, re 64
. joint tariffs, re 201, 203
. land, re 59
. limiting liability, re 214
. mines, re 132, 134-136
. packing, re 108
. passenger tariffs, re ... WS, 199
. pooling, re 187(8)
. prosecution for penalties, re . .300
. radial lines, re 263(3-6)
railways along or across
highways, re . . .118(1), 119-124,
126(1), 128
. rate of interest on
securities 46(1)
. reduced rates, re 216(f)
. returns, re 274-278
. special rates for
specific shipments, re . .217,218
. speed, re 157
. stations, re 161
. stopping at draw or
swing bridges, re 154(4)
. stopping of trains at
intersections, re 156(3)
. subsidized railways, re 271
. telephone lines across
railways, re 62(2-5)
. trains obstructing
highway crossings, re .159(1)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Board—Con.
powers of-—Con.
. transmission of power on
right-of-way, re 302
. tunnels, re 116
. wages re subsidized
construction 269(2)
powers re plans
. amending, re 78
. filing of plans of
completed railway 75(1)
. further plans required
by Board 77
generally 70
. plans deposited with Board 71(1)
. preparation, re 76(1)
. rejection re 76(4)
powers re street railways
. additional lines 104(7,9)
. breach of agreement, re ....261
. deviations 243(2)
. extensions 1(W(7, 9)
. fenders and brakes, re 253
. forfeiture for non-user ..240(1)
. freight traffic, re 230
. furnishing of additional
cars, re 26?(1)
. hours of labour, re 273
. one man as motorman
and conductor, re 257
. operation by
municipalities 232(1-3)
. "pay as you enter"
system, re 256
. protection of wires
and pipes 239(3, 4)
. unclaimed goods, re 258(4)
powers re tolls
. express tolls, re 178-185
. generally 177
Board of directors
—
See also
Directors
. election of 9(4)
. rights of preference
shareholders re 40(2)
. vacancies in 16(3, 7, 8, 9)
Board of Transport Commissioners
. applications to 131(1)
. orders of, re protection
of intersections 156(4)
Bonding
. rails, of on street railways . .239(3)
Bonds
—
See also Securities
. contracts paid in 143
. purchase of, by companies ....286
. returns re 278il)(J,g)
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Bonuses
. municipal corporations
granted by 162(1)
. powers of companies re 53(6)
. returns re 278(l)(e)
Books and records—See also Books
of reference
. certificates of forfeiture in ..35(2)
. names and addresses of
shareholders in 38
. records re railway constables in 224
. seizure of 261(2)
Books of reference—See also
Books and records; Plans
. errors re names in 72
. matters described in 69(4)
. preparation of 76(3)
Borrowing
. negotiable instruments, on ...51(1)
Box cars
. equipment for . . . .98(5), (a, &), (6)
Brakes
. electric motor cars, on 253
. trains, on 98(1) (&), (2-4)
Branch lines—See also Branch
railways
authority for construction of 92(3)
. time for construction
limited in 92(4)
extension beyond
terminals, forming 92(7)(b)
extension of 92(7) (a)
notice of application re ..92(2)(&)
plans deposited in
registry office 92(2) (a), (6)
plans submitted to
Board re 92(2)(<:), (5)
required by municipal
corporation 93(7, 8)
required by owners of industry
.
applications re 93(1)
. lien on 93(4)
. . discharge of 93(5)
. operation of 93(6)
. payment to company 93(2)
. repayment to owner 93(3)
transport of materials on 91(1)(&)
Branch railways—See also Branch
lines
. powers of company re 53 (/t)
. private
. . accommodations for
handling traffic of 146(2)
. . facilities for traffic of 210(5)
Break in bulk
. continuous carriage, re 202(2)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Bridge tenders
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Bridges
alteration of existing 116(2)
. applications re .. 116(4), 117(1-4)
draw bridges
. trains to stop at 154(1)
. . exceptions 154(4)
foot-bridges
. erection of 121
.
penalties for failure to use . 288
headway under 116(1)
. exemption 1 16(5)
. penalties 116(6)
navigable waters, over 55
newly-completed, use of ...117(5)
notice of accidents damaging 281(1)
obligations of
municipalities re 232(5)
penalties re 289
space under 116(3)
. exemption from 116(5)
swing bridges
. trains to stop at 154(1)
. . exceptions 154(4)
. . penalties 154(2,3)
tolls re 3(2)
British subjects
. appointment of, as
railway constables 220(1)
. directors to be, when 16(5)
. shareholders, as 39
Burden of proof
. discrimination, of 211(1)
Buses
. municipalities operating ....232(6)
By-laws
companies, of
. annual meetings, re 11(1)
. approval by Board of ..166.167
. bills and notes, re 51(2)
.
directors, by 19(1 )
. directors controlled by 17
. enforcement of, by
summary interference 169
. evidence of 1 70
. form of 165
. freight tariffs, re 189
. generally 163
. head office, re 7
. liability limited by 214
.
penalties for
contravention of 164, 293
.
penalties for
defacing 287(2) (6), 295
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By-laws
—
Con.
companies, of
—
Con.
. powers of constables
re enforcement of 2220)
. preference stock, re 40
. publication and notice of ...168
. radial lines, re 263(3)
. retirement of officers, re 21
. return of 275(3)
.
special meetings, re 11(3)
. stops, re 105
. subject to agreements
with municipalities 172
.
transfer of sliares. re 27
vacancies in board of
directors, re 16(3)
defined 1(6)
Municipal Franchises Act,
in contravention of 251
municipalities, of
. acquisition of land for
parks, re 241(l)(d)(i)
. conveyance of
electricity, re 241(1)(?)
. disposal of controlling
interest, re 162(2)
. effect on powers of
Board of 104(8,9)
.
expropriation, re 245
.
extension of street
railways, re 232(3)
. fenders, re 253(3)
. passing of 242
. radial lines, re ,,263(3)
. railways along
highways, re 118(1)
. sounding of whistles, re ..155(5)
. street railways, re 241(3)
Cables
—
See Wires
Calls
advance payments of 36
. . interest on 36(2,3)
arrears, in 44
certificate of forfeiture, fe 35(1,2)
deduction of arrears
from dividends, re 45
directors, by 26( 1
)
. actions re 26(5)
. interest 26(4)
. notice of 26(2)
.
shareholders' liability 26(3)
non-payment of 32
Canals
railways, across,
applications re Ill
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Capital
—
See also Capital stock;
Shares; Stock
. annual returns re 274(1)
. express companies, of,
annual returns re 184
. payment of dividends from 43
Capital stock
—
See also Capital;
Shares; Stock
. divided into shares 9(1)
. expenditure of, on construction. . 141
. increase of 10
. preference stock, issued as 40
Cards
. expulsion of passengers
playing 226(2) (c)
Casting votes
. chairman, of 16(13)
Cattle
.
crossings, using 112(2)
. enclosed lands, in 114(6)
. erection of cattle-guards
for 114(1) (c)
. . exception 114(3)
. . point of diversion, at 115
. impounding of 283(4)
. intersections, not
permitted near 283(2)
. railway, on, actions
re ...283(1, 3, 5, 6), 284, 285(2, 3)
Census
. vote on Sunday
operation, re 235(2, 3)
Certificates
. absence of president, re 24
. Board, of
. . correction of errors, re 73
. . expense of proceedings on
breach of agreement, re 261(8)
. Clerk of Executive
'Council, of 271(2)
. colour blindness, re 266(1)
. copies of by-laws, re 170
. copies of plans, re .. .71(2), 73(3)
. deposit of deeds with
Board, re 47(5)
examiners, of, re
examination of
motormen 265(2), 266(4)
. inspectors, of. re repairs
at level crossings 128(1)
. Ontario land surveyors, of 89(2, 3)
. plans, re 76(2), 91(1)
. . branch lines 92(6)
. proprietorship of shares, of ....31
. registrar, of, re copies
of documents 74(3, 4)
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Certificates
—
Con.
.
treasurer of company, of,
re forfeited shares 35(1,2)
Charges—5e^ also Mortgages
.
penalties, for 299
.
securities as 48(1)
Charitable societies
. reduced tolls for 216(a)
Chartered banks
.
deposit in, re construction
of branch lines 93(1)
.
payment into 8(1), 9(2)
Cheques
.
Board, by, on seizure for
breach of agreement ..261(4,5)
Classification
. freight, inspection re 204(2)
. freight tolls, of 188
.
penalties for false 206, 207
Clerk of Executive Council
.
certification by 271(2)
Clerk of the peace
. records with, re
railway constables 224
Colour blindness
.
examination for 266
Combinations
.
continuous carriage of
goods, to prevent 202(1)
.
pooling of tolls, re 187(8)
Commander of forces
.
powers of, re carriage of
forces and equipment 303(1)
Comercial travellers
. reduced tolls for 216(6)
Committees
. conveyance by 81, 82
Commutation tickets
. reduced rates, at 216(&)
Companies
. defined 1(c)
. powers of 53
Compartments
. motormen, for 101, 102
Compensation
—
See also Arbitration;
Arbitrators; Liability;
Pajmient into court
. agreements deemed to
contain provisions re 260(/)
. apportionment of, re fires
caused by locomotives ...139(5)
. canals, pipes, or wires
across railways, re 111(3)
. connection with telephone
systems, re . 61 (3, 4)
RAILWAYS—Con. Swx
Compensation
—
Con.
. construction of
intersections, re 129(3) (e)
. damage, for 58
. date from which ascertained 88(2)
. exclusive use of telephone
by Government, re 303(2)
. fires caused by
locomotives, for 139(1)
. legal tender of 89(28)
.
mines, re 135
. municipality, to, re
street railways 231(/)
. negotiations with owners re . . . 87
. notice to owners re 89(1-3)
. . failure to accept offer in 89(5)
. owners of lands adjoining
highways, to 90
.
payment into court of . .89(35-43)
.
payment to person not
entitled 89(34)
. use of adjacent lands, re 96(3, 4)
. radial lines, re 263(3)
. railway along or across
highway, re 120(3), 123
. use of land of other
companies, for 59(3)
Competitive points
. declarations of
Board re 187(7), 193(4)
Competitive tariffs
—
See also Tolls
. filing of 180
. freight tolls, of ... .192, 193(4), 196
. inspection of 204(1) (c)
Complaints
. Board, to 104
. drainage, re 109(2-4)
. inspection re 175(1)
.
interchange of traffic, re 64(7)
. railways along or across
highways, re 123
. station accommodations, re . .161(5)
. summer cars, re 106(4)
Condemnation
. rolling stock, of 175(3)
. .
penalties 175(4,5)
Conditions
. attached to subsidies 270(2-4)
.
carriage of traffic, re,
regulations re 215
.
express carriage, re
liability limited by 183
. liability limited by 214
Conductors
. constables, as 226
. . notice re 227
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Conductors
—
Con.
. duties of
. . performed by motormen 257
. . safety practices at
intersections, re 156
. . .
penalties on default 158(2)
. intoxicated while on duty ....292
. penalties for unauthorized
Sunday operation 234(6)
. powers of. re expulsion
from train 148(1)
. protection of 101, 102
Conduits
.
transmission of power to
municipalities, for 302
Connection
. railway lines, of 130
. . one line of
Dominion railway 131(1)
Connecting railways
. facilities for traffic of 210(4)
Consideration
. bonds, for, returns re . . . .27S(\)(g)
. liabilities, for. returns re 278(1) (A)
. property of company,
for. returns re 278(1)(;)
. stock, for, returns re ...278(l)(c)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. penalties paid into 301
. subsidies granted from 270(2)
Consolidation
. freight tariffs, of 190(4)
Constables
—
See also Railway
constables
. regulations re carriage of . .303(1)
Construction
. contracts re 143
deposit of plans as
preliminary to 79
street railways, of.
powers of Board re 250
. subsidized by
Legislature 269, 270(4)
Continuous carriage
. agreements to prevent 202(1)
. break in bulk re 202(2)
Continuous routes
—
See also Joint
tariffs
.
facilities for traffic on 210(4)
. joint tariffs for 200(1)
. . contents of 200(2)
. water routes as part of 200(3)
Contractors with company
. directors, as 18(1)
. . liability of 18(2)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Contracts
—
See also Agfreements;
Amalgamation agreements
. actions for breach of 267(2)
. compensation, re, with owners . .87
. construction or equipment
of line, re 143
.effect of, when made
before deposit of maps 84
. exclusive privileges in 61(4)
. express carriage, re,
limitations on liability in ... 183
. liability limited in 214
. pooling, re 187(8)
. preventing continuous
carriage of goods 202(1)
. returns re 278(1) (it)
. sleeping and parlour cars, re 160
. waiver of employees'
rights in 268(1,2)
. . penalties for .268(3)
Conveniences
. employees, for 254
. passengers, for 255
Conversion
. claims against land, of ....89(34)
Conveyances
. company, to, form of 304
. defined 52(1) (6)
. delivered to Accountant
of Supreme Court 89(35)
. fee simple vested in
company by 82(1)
. fiduciary owners, by 81
.
minerals deemed excepted
from 133(2)
. title to land, as 89(36)
Dominion railway 131(1)
Cornwall Street Railway, Light and
Power Company, Limited
. Sunday operation by 234(2)
. .
penalties for 234(4-6)
Correction
.
errors in plans, of 73
Costs
. abandonment of
proceedings, re 89(21, 22)
. applications for warrants, of 89(33)
. apportionment of
. . connection of railway
lines, re 130(2)
. . railways along or
across highways ... 123(3), 124
. arbitration of
. .
expense of stenographer .89(13)
. . security for 89(32) (&)
. construction of, returns re 278(1) (i)
. defined l(rf)
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Costs—Con.
drainage construction, of ...110(5)
.
inspection of level
crossings, of 128(2)
passing special Acts, of 9(1)
.
payment into court, re . . .89(35,41)
.
petition to Board, of, re
by-laws for street
railways 242(2, 3)
proceedings by Board, of,
on breach of agreement 261(7,8)
. prosecution, of, re trains
obstructing highway
crossings 159(2)
urinals and other
conveniences, of 254(4-6)
County
. defined 1(e)
Couplers
. trains, on 98(1) (c)
Coupling
.
regulations re 103(1) (rf)
Coupons
.
engraved signature on 46(1)
Court—See also Payment into court
discretion of, re penalties . . .290(1)
expense of stenographers
taxed by 89(13)
Court of Appeal
. appeal to. re furnishing
of additional cars 262(2, 3)
Creditors
.
liability of shareholders to 37
. rights of, preserved 40(6)
Crossings—See also Farm cross-
ings; Highway crossings;
Intersecting lines
applications by landowners re 113
Crown
. applications by, re railways
along or across highways .123
liability of companies to . . . .267(3)
lien of, on subsidized railway 271(2)
parks vested in 241 (2)
penalties forfeited to 174(8), 176(6)
snow fences erected
on lands of 95(1)
Crown lands
. fire guards established on 140
Culverts
. construction of 260(g,h)
. notice of accidents damaging 281(1)
Curators
.
conveyance by 81, 82
RAILWAYS—Con. Sac
Damages—See also Arbitration;
Arbitrators
. actions for
neglect of company re
accommodations, re . . 146(7, 8)
. . time for 267(1,2)
. date for which ascertained . . .88(2)
. duty of companies to minimize . .58
. fires caused by locomotives,
from 139
. liability of company, re,
where trains
improperly equipped 98(12)
. neglecting to forward
traffic, re 64(5)
. negotiations with owners re ... 87
. notice to owners re 89(2)
. . failure to accept offer in . .89(5)
. snow fences, caused by ... .95(1)
Death
. arbitrators, of 89(14)
Debenture stock
—
See Securities
Declarations
. liability limited by 214
. . express carriage re 183
Deductions
. arrears from dividends, of 45
Deeds
. mortgages, creating 47(1, 2)
. . assets excepted in 47(3)
. . deposited with Board 47(4)
. rights of holders of
securities under 49(3,4)
Defective cars
. penalties for use of 268(3)
Definitions
. Board 1(a)
. by-law 1(6)
. company 1 (c)
. conveyance 52(1) (b)
. costs i(d)
. county 1(*)
. express carriage 182
. express toll 1 (/)
. goods 1 (g)
. highway 1 (h)
. inspecting engineer 1 (i)
. judge !(/)
. land 1(*)
. lease 1 (/)
. owner 1 (m)
. plan 1 («')
. prospectors 270(1) (a)
. purchaser 52( 1 ) (a)
. railway l(o), 131(2)
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Definitions
—
Con.
. rate .l(v)
. registrar 1 iP)
. registrar of deeds 1 (/>)
. registry office 1 (<z)
. rolling stock l(r)
secretary 1 (x)
settlers 270(1) (a)
. special Act 1 (/)
. street railway 1 («)
. toll l(v),270(l)(6)
. traffic l(n;)
. train 1 (x)
. undertaking 1 (y)
. working expenditure lis)
Depositions
. delivery of, to Registrar . .89(14)
Depots
. quantity of land allowed for . .80(&)
Derailing devices
. intersections, at 129(6)
Descriptions
. improper 89(21, 22)
. right-of-way for
obtaining materials, re 91
Despatchers
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Destitute persons
. reduced tolls for 216(o)
Deviations
application of Act to
changed portions 78(3)
powers of street
railway companies re 243
. sanction of Board re 70(3)
. submission to Board of
amended plans re 78(1,2,4)
Devil strips
. summer cars, on 106(3)
Directors
—
See also Board of
directors; Provisional
directors
. accounts, duties re 25
. acting presidents, as 23
. affidavits of, re readiness of
railways for opening .... 174(2)
. agreements, powers re 64
. Board exercising functions
of, on seizure for
breach of agreement 261(2)
. calls by 26
. companies liable for acts of 297(1)
. contractors with company, as 18(1)
. . liability of 18(2)
. controlled by by-laws 17
. deduction from dividends by ... .45
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Directors
—
Con.
. dividends declared by 41
. election of
. . annual meeting for 11(1), 16
. . company aided by
Government when 16(5)
. . first meeting for 9(2,4)
. . persons entitled to
vote at 16(2)
. . qualifications of candidates 16(4)
. . rights of holders of
securities re 49(1)
. election of president by ...16(10)
. filling vacancies, powers re . . 16(7)
. head of municipality as,
ex officio 162(1)
. managing directors
employed by 19(2)
. meetings of
. . calling of 10(l)(o)
. . minutes of, as evidence 14
. meetings of provisional 8(4)
. names of, entered in book 38
. notices given by order of 15
. orders re tolls contravened by 205
. penalties by
. . hours of labour on
street railways, re 273(3)
. . purchase of railway
stock, re 286
. preference stock, powers re 40
.
quorum of 16(1, 7, 8, 11, 12)
. securities issued by 46
. security taken by 20
. regulations and by-laws by 19(1)
. remuneration of 22
. reserve fund, powers re 42
. retirement of officers, powers re 21
. term of office of 16(6)
. tolls, powers re 177(1)
. transfer of shares, consent re . .28
.
unpaid calls, power to
pay interest on 43
. . calls in arrears 44
Disallowance
. express tolls, of .... 178(2), 180, 181
. freight tariflfs, of 190(1. 3)
. special passenger tariflfs, of . . 199(3)
Discrimination
. burden of proof of 211(1)
. facilities for traffic, re ....210(3-6)
. penalties for 208
. powers of Board re 211(2, 3), 212
. tolls, re 187
Dismissal
. employees, of, re accidents 281(5)
. railway constables, of 223
. . record of 224
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Disorderly conduct
. expulsion of passengers
for 226(2)(a)
Disposal of property
.
powers of company re 53(f)
Disputes
. summer cars, re 106(4)
Disqualification
. arbitrators, of 89(14)
Distribution
. compensation, of,
orders re 89(40-43)
Diversion
. highways, of, purchase of
land for 86(1)
. orders of, re railway
along or across highway 123(1,2)
. point of. erection of
cattle-guards at 115
, railways along or
across highways, re 120
. waterways, of 53(/)
Dividends
.
declaration of 41
. deduction from, by directors . . . .45
. deduction of arrears from 45
. equalizing 42(1
)
.
paid out of capital 43(6)
. preference stock, on 40(1,5)
. reducing capital 43(fl)
. shares subject to trust, re 30
. unpaid calls, re 43(c)
Documents
—
See also Plans
. delivered to Registrar 89(14)
. duties of registrar of deeds re . . .74
,
evidence, as 171
. production of returns, re . . . .278(2)
.
submission to inspecting
engineers, of 173(4)
Dominion Government
. reduced rates for 216(a)
Donations
. powers of company re 53(6)
Dower
. bar of
. . adjudication on claims, by 89(39)
. . conveyance to company, in ..304
Drainage
. agreements re repair of
drains and sewers 231 (rf)
. applications to Board re 109
. powers of companies re 53(m)
. proceedings re, under
other Acts 110
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Draw-bars
. height of 98(7)
Draw bridges
—
See Bridges
Drawing-room cars
. contracts re 160
D3mamite
. transportation of 152, 153
Earnings
. returns re 278(1) ((f)
Earth
. required by railway 91
Election
. directors, of 9(2,4), 11(1), 16
Electric Railway Act
. special Act passed, in
force when 5
Electric railways
—
See also Street
railways
. agreements with municipalities re
. . provisions deemed
contained in 260
. . running of burden of 259
. brakes of 253
. damaging wires 295
. duration of franchises re 252(1,2)
. duty re conveniences for
passengers 255
. examination of motormen 265
.
expiry of franchises 252
. fenders 253
. furnishing of additional
cars 262(1)
. one man as motorman
and conductor 257
. radial lines, agreements re ...263
. refusal to pay fare on 148(2)
. remedies for breach of
agreements 261
. safety practices at
intersections 156(2)
. . penalties 158(2)
. steam used in construction of 142
. stops 105
. summer cars of 106
Electricity
. powers of street railway
companies re
production of 241(l)(o)
Elevators
. quantity of land allowed for 80(6)
Employees
—
See also Officers
. badges worn by 147
. Board, of, liability of 261(6)
. by-laws re 163(j7)
. conveniences for 254
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Employees
—
Con.
. examinations for colour
blindness 266
. free transportation for . . . .216(c, rf)
. intoxicated while on duty 292
. notice of by-laws to 168(2)
.
penalties re
. . contravention of by-laws, for 164
. . failing to sound whistle
at highway crossings, for 155(4)
. . failing to stop at
swing bridges 154(3)
freight car in rear of
passenger car, for 150(2)
trains obstructing highway
crossings, for 159(2)
unauthorized Sunday
operation, for 234(4-6)
. reduced tolls for 216(f)
. right to damages protected 268(1-3)
.
suspension of, re accidents ..201(5)
Enclosed lands
. duty of companies re
escape of cattle from 114(6)
Enclosures
. cattle turned
within 284((f),285(l)(0
Encumbrancers
. holders of securities as 48(2)
Encimibrances—5"^^ also Mortgages
. barred by adjudication
on claims 89(39)
Enforcement
.
Crown liens, of 271 (3, 4)
. orders, of 104(5)
Engineers See also Inspecting
engineers
. aflidavits of, re readiness
of railways for opening . . 174(2)
applications signed by, re
purchase of additional
land 86(3)(6)
duty re safety practices
at intersections 156
. . penalties 158(2)
. intoxicated while on duty 292
. municipal, agreements deemed
to contain provisions re 260(d-n)
. plans certified by 76(2)
Engines
—
See Locomotives
Entry on land
. powers of company re 53(a)
Equality
. tolls, of 187
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Ekjulpment
. canals, pipes, or wires
across railways, for 111(3)
intersections, at 129(6)
powers of Board re 104
street railways, for,
furnishing of additional . .262(1)
subsidized railways, of 271(1)
trains, for
bells as 99
box freight cars 98(5)
. hand grips for 98(5) (6)
. outside ladders for ...98(5)(rt)
. running boards for 98(6)
brakes
. continuous 98(4)
. drive wheel 98(2)
.
generally 98(1) (6)
communication with
engine driver 98(1) (a)
couplers as 98(l)(f)
delay in complying
with section re 98(8)
fire safeguards as 98(11)
gongs as 1(X)
height of draw-bars 98(7)
oil cups as 98(10)
penalties for non-
compliance with 98(12)
platforms as 101, 102
powers of Board re 98(9)
whistles as 99,100
Errors
. names in books of reference, re 72
. registered plans, in 73
Evidence
. appeal, on 89(24)
.
appointment or dismissal
of constables, of 224(2)
.
certificate of absence as 24
. certificate of proprietorship as 31
.
certified copy as 74(5)
. copy of by-law as 170
. copy of newspaper as 12(2)
. deeds as 47(5)
. depositions of, delivered
to Registrar 89(14)
. documents as 171
. inspecting engineer's
authority, of 173(7)
.
minutes as 14
. notes of 89(11)
. notice in Ontario Gazette
as, re amalgamation
agreements 65(3-5)
. returns and notice re
accidents as 282
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Evidence
—
Con.
. returns, re
. .
powers of Board re 278(2)
. .
publication of 278(3-5)
Examinations
.
applicants for
motormen, of 265, 266(4)
, colour blindness, re 266
. motormen on street
railways, of 265,266(4)
. returns, re 278(2)
Exchequer Court of Canada
.
order of joint board as
rule of 131(1) (O
Exclusive franchise
. municipalities granting 244
Exclusive privileges
.
contracts, in 61(4)
Excursion tickets
. reduced rates, at 216(6)
Execution
. conveyances to companies, of ..304
Executors
. conveyance by 81, 82
. liability of companies to . . .267(3)
Exemption
.
submission of amended
plans to Board, re 78(4)
Exhibitions
. reduced tolls re 216(a)
Expenditures
. returns re 278(1) (rf)
Explosives
.
transportation of 152, 153
Expositions
.
reduced tolls re 216(a)
Express carriage
—
See also Tolls
. defined by regulations 182
Express companies
. facilities for traffic of 210(6)
Express tolls
—
See also Tolls
. defined 1(/)
Express traffic
. powers of street railway
companies re 230
Expropriation
. quantity allowed re 80
.
street railway company, by ...245
Expulsion
. conductor, by 226(2, 3)
. train, from 148(1)
Extensions
.
branch lines, of 92(7) (a)
passing of by-laws re 242(5)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Extensions
—
Con.
. powers of municipalities
•to operate 232(3)
. street railways, of,
powers of Board re ... 104(7-9)
.
terminals, beyond 78(5)
. . branch line, by
means of 92(7) (&)
Extracts
. documents, from 74(2)
Eyesight
. testing of 266
Facilities for traffic
—
See also
Accommodations
. agreements re 210(7)
. duty of companies re 146
. . connecting railways, at . .210(4)
. .
discrimination 210(3,4,6)
. . express companies, of 210(6)
. . private sidings, re 210(5)
. . through traHic, re 210(2)
. stations, at 161
False billing
. penalties re 206, 207
False classification
. penalties re 206, 207
False weighing
. penalties for 206, 207
Fares
—
See also Tolls
. penalties for fraud re
payment of 287(2) (c)
. reduced rates re 216(fl)
. refusal to pay 148
.
sleeping and parlour
cars, on 160(2)
Farm crossings
—
See also Crossings;
Highway crossings;
Intersecting lines
. duties of companies re ...112,114
.
failure to close gates at . . .284(a, 6)
Fee simple
. vested in company 82(1)
Fees
. increasing capital stock, re . . 10(3)
. passing special Act, re 9(1)
Fences
. approaches to highway
crossings, at 126(2)
. erection of 114
. . exception to 114(3)
.
penalty for damaging ...287(2)(a)
. taking down
. .
liability affected by . . . .285(1) (6)
. . liability re cattle
affected by 284(c)
. penalties for 285(1) (&)
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Fences
—
Con.
. thickly peopled portion
of cities, in 157(1)
Fenders
. electric motor cars, on 253
Fiduciary owners
. exoneration of 82(2)
. order giving power
of sale to 81(2)
. . provisions for investment
of purchase money in ..81(3)
sale and conveyance by
. . effect of 82(1)
. . generally 81(1)
. . limitations on powers of . . .81(4)
Fire-arms
. shooting at insulators with . . .295
Fire guards
. powers of Board re 140
Fire prevention
. flammable matter in
right-of-way, re 138
. regulations re 103(1) (/-i)
Fire rangers
. powers of 103 (2)
. regulations re 103(1) (sr-f)
Fire safeguards
. trains, on 98(11)
Fires
. liability for 139
Flammable matter
. right-of-way, in 138
Flooring
. bridges, of 55
Foot-bridges
—
See Bridges
Foreclosure
. railway company, of 52(2)
Foreign railway companies
. publication by, of
joint tariffs 203(1)
Forfeiture
. certificates re 35(1, 2)
. effect of 33
. non-payment of calls, for 32
. non-user, for, re street railways 240
. penalties not to exempt
companies from 298
penalties to
Crown, of 174(8), 176(6)
. sale of shares on 34
subsidy, of 270(3, 4)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Form
. objections re want of 89(23)
Forms
.
conveyances to companies, of ..304
. oath of office of
railway constables 220(2)
. proxy, of 13(3)
Fractions
. five cents, of 191(3)
. miles, of 191(1)
. pounds, of 191 (2)
Franchises
. agreements re granting of 260
. duration of 246(1, 4), 252(1, 2)
. .
radial lines, of 263(4)
. expiry of 246. 247. 252
. . radial lines, of 263(5,6)
. forfeiture of 298
. Municipal Franchises Act,
in contravention of 251
.
transmission of electricity, re 244
Free carriage
.
powers of companies re 216
Freight
. penalties for damaging 294
. powers of company to carry.. 53(j)
Freight cars
. passenger cars, in rear of ...150(1)
. .
penalties re 150(2)
. persons injured on 149
Freight classifications
—
See Tolls
Freight sheds
. quantity of land allowed for . .80(&)
Freight tolls—5"^^ Tolls
Freight traffic
.
powers of street railway
companies re 230
Frogs
. packing around 108
Fruit
. special tolls re 187(4)
Fund—^5"^^ Reserve fund
Games of chance
.
expulsion of passengers
playing 226(2)(c)
Gates
duty to keep closed 114(7)
erection of 114
failure to close, liability
re cattle affected by ...284(a,6)
hurdle, fences, in 114(1) (6)
penalty for damaging ...287 (2) (a)
wilfully leaving open
.
liability affected by 285(2,3)
penalties for 285(l)(o)
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Gauge
. tracks, of 97
General managers
. application signed by,
re purchase of
additional land 86(3) (6)
.
plans certified by 76(2)
General meetings
—
See
Shareholders' meetings
Gifts
—
See also Bonuses
.
powers of provisional
directors re 8(1)
'
. returns re 278(1) (f)
Glebe lands
. conveyance of 81 (4) (a)
Gongs
. highway crossings, used at ...155
. trains, on 100
Goods
—
See also Perishable goods;
, Unclaimed goods
. defined 1(<7)
. transportation of dangerous 152, 153
Government of Ontario
. company aided by 16(5)
. exclusive use of telephone
or telegraph required by . .303(2)
.
subsidies from 271(1)
Government railwrays
. Act not to apply to 2
Governor-General
.
exclusive use of telephone
or telegraph required by . .303(2)
Governor-General in Council
. regulations by 303(1)
Grade
. highways, of, at railway
crossings 126(1)
Grants
.
powers of companies re 53(6)
. powers of provisional
directors re 8(1)
Gravel
. required by raihvay 91
Gross earnings
. returns re 278(1) (rf)
Guard rails
.
packing around 108
Guard wires
. duty of companies to erect 239(1)
Guardians
. conveyance by 81, 82
Guards
. electric motor cars, on .......253
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Gunpowder
. transportation of 152, 153
Hand grips
. box freight cars, on 98(5) (&)
Head office
. location of 7
. meetings of provisional
directors at 8(4)
Highway crossings
—
See also Cross-
ings; Farm crossings;
Intersecting lines
.
agreements deemed to
contain provisions re ... .260(g)
. applications re construction of 120
.
apportionment of cost of 124
. cattle killed at 283(5)
. cattle not permitted near . . .283(2)
. fencing approaches to 126(2)
.
foot-bridges in lieu of 121
.
height of overhead at 122
. inclination of highways at ..126(1)
. level
. . obstructions at 119
. . repairs at 128
. . signboards at 127
.
overhead width of highway at 122
.
penalties for failure to
use foot-bridges at 288
. safety of structures at 125
. speed at 157(3, 5)
. .
penalties 158(2)
.
thickly peopled portion
of cities, in 157(1-3)
. trains backing up at 158
. trains standing on 159
. whistles and bells used at ...155
Highways
—
See also Highway
crossings
.
agreements re repairing of . .231(c)
.
compensation to owners of
lands adjoining 90
. construction of electric
railways on powers of
Board re 250
. construction of railways on.. 241(3)
. defined 1(A)
.
deviation of street railways
from 243
. diversion of 86(1)
. .
purchase of additional
land for 86(1)
. exclusive franchise to
transmit power over 244
. fences adjoining 114,115
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Highways
—
Con.
. obligations of
municipalities re 232(5)
. obstruction of 118(2), 119
. . penalties for 1 18(3)
. powers of companies to divert 53(/)
. railways along or across,
applications re 118(1), 120
. restoration of 57
. transfer in ownership of 259
. width of, at overhead
railway crossings 122
Homeless persons
. reduced tolls for 216(a)
Horses
—
See Cattle
Hours of labour
. limits on, re continuous
employment 272
. street railways, on .. .236,237,273
House of Commons
. reduced tolls for members of 216(c)
Immignrants
. reduced tolls for 216(6)
Impounding cattle
. railway property, on 283(4)
Improvements
. powers of Board re 104
Inclination
. highways, of, at railway
crossings 126(1)
Incline railways
. application of Act to 2
. duty re conveniences for
employees of 254
. powers of Board re 104
. . limitations on 104(8)
. powers of companies re
expropriation of 245
. sections applicable to 6(2), 101
Indemnification
. municipality, of, on forfeiture
for non-use of street
railways 240(1)
Indemnity
. actions for
. .
time for bringing 267(1,2)
Industry
.
branch lines required by 93
Information
. accidents, re 281(1,3)
. . penalties 281(2)
.
inspecting engineers, to 173(4)
. penalties recoverable on,
re purchase of
railway stocks 286(4)
returns, in publication of . .278(3-5)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Inquiries
. Board, by, re accidents, re 281(4-6)
. drainage, re 109(2)
. returns, re 278(2)
Inspecting engineers
—
See also
Engineers
appointment of 173(1)
companies under duty to
inform 173(4)
defined 1 (0
duties of 173(2)
evidence of authority of ....173(7)
inspection by
.
complaints, re 175(1)
. opening of railways, re 174(3,6)
obstruction of 173(8)
powers of
. forbidding running of trains 176
. free travel 173(5)
. free use of telegraph
and telephone 173(5)
.
generally 173(3)
reports of 173(2). 174(4-8),
175(2), 176(4)
. telegraph operators under
duty to obey 173(6)
Inspection
.
companies not relieved
from liability by 267(3)
.
competitive tariffs, of ...204(l)(f)
.
drainage, re 109(2)
. freight classifications, of .204(2)
.
joint tariffs, of 204(l)(rf)
.
level crossings, of 128
. mines, of 136
. .
penalties re 137
. railways along or
across highways, re 123(1)
. records, of, re railway
constables 224(3)
.
shareholders, by 38
. special freight tariffs 195(2)
. special passenger triffs, of 199(1)
. special tariffs, of 204(0(6)
. standard tariffs, of 204(l)(a)
. tariffs, of
. . notices re 204(3)
. . powers of Board re 204(4)
Inspectors
—
See Inspection;
Inspecting engineers
Instruction
. street railway
motormen, of 265(2), 266(4)
Insulators
. penalties for damaging 295
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Insurance
.
damages, on, effect of 139(2)
.
insurable interest
of company 139(6)
liability of railway, on,
eflfect of 139(3)
Interchange of traffic
.
agreements re 64
.
facilities for, duties of
companies re 210(1)
Interest
.
advance payments re
shares, on 36(2, 3)
.
calls, re 26(4), 32, 43,44
.
compensation, on, payment
into court of 89(35,42,43)
.
money paid into court, on,
re tfse of adjacent land . .96(2)
.
securities, on 46(1)
Interim authorization
.
operation of railways, re .52(5-9)
Interlocking switches
.
draw or swing bridges, at 154(4)
.
intersections, at 129(6), 156(3)
Intersecting lines
—
See also
Crossings; Farm cross-
ings ; Highway crossings
accommodations for handling
traffic of 146
.
applications to
Board re 129,130,131(1)
.
compensation re 56
.
connection of 130
. .
one line Dominion
railway 131(1)
.
duty of conductors re
safety practices at 156
. .
penalties 158(2)
. facilities for traffic of 210(4)
.
powers of company, re 53(^)
Interstate Commerce Commission
. reduced tolls for members of 216(c)
Investment
. compensation, of
orders re 89(40-43)
. purchase money, of orders re 81 (3)
. reserve fund, of 42(2)
Irregularities
. sale of forfeited shares, in ..35(4)
Joint board
. procedure of 131(1)
Joint committees
. appointment of 64(2) (<f)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Joint tariffs
—
See also Tolls
. agreements re 200(1)
. agreements to prevent
continuous carriage 202(1)
. contents of 200(2)
. information required by
Board re 203(2)
. inspection of 204(1) (<f)
. powers of Board re 201
. publication of 203(1)
. traffic by water, re 3(1)
Judge
applications to 89(3)
. appointment of
arbitrator, re 89(5, 7)
arbitrators appointed
by 89(5-7,15,17,19)
compensation by, re fires
caused by locomotives .... 139(5)
county court, of,
constables dismissed by . . .223(1)
defined 10)
expense of stenographers
taxed by 89(13)
payment into court,
powers re 89(35-43), 96(2, 3)
warrants issued by 89(29)
. award, before 89(31-33)
. execution of 89(30)
Judgements
. sale, for 52(2)
Judicature Act
. procedure on appeal under 89(25)
Jxmctions
—
See Intersecting lines
Jurisdiction
. justices, of 222(1)
Justice of the peace
. railway constables
appointed by 220(1)
Justices
. jurisdiction of 222(1)
Ladders
—
See Outside ladders
Land
—
See also Owners of land;
Possession; Sale
. acquisition of, for
obtaining materials 91
. adjacent, use of,
during construction 96
. annual rent as purchase
money of 85
.
award as title to 89(36)
. compensation to stand
in place of 89(34)
. defined 1(*)
. erection of snow fences on . .95(1)
. errors re names of owners of . . .72
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Land
—
Con.
. expropriation by street
railway company 245
. minerals in 133
. negotiations re compensation for 87
parks, for, street railway
companies acquiring . . .241(l)(rf)
public, companies using ....60,80
. purchase of additional 86
purchase of greater
quantity than necessary 94
quantity allowed to be taken
without consent of owners .80
right-of-way for 80(a)
stations, freight sheds,
etc., for ...80(&)
time limit for acquiring 70(5)
Leases
. agreements for 65
defined 1(/)
exclusive privileges in 61(4)
land for parks, of 241(1 )(rf)
returns re 278(l)(i)
street railways, of,
by municipalities 232(1)
water powers, of, by
street railway
com'panies 241(1) (6)
Legal tender
. compensation, of 89(28)
Legislature
. applications to 52(7, 8)
i^essees
.
orders re tolls contravened by 205
Letters patent
. transfer of shares, provisions re 27
Level crossings
—
See Highway
crossings
Liability
—
See also Actions;
Penalties
acts or omissions causing
damage, re 290(2)
acts or omissions, where no
other penalty provided, re 290(1)
Board, of, re seizure
of railway 261(6)
cattle on railways,
re ...283(1, 3, 5, 6), 284, 285(2. 3)
companies, of
. baggage checks improperly
refused, re 151 (3)
. contracts limiting liability
to employees re 268(1, 2)
. effect of action by
municipality on 128(3)
. express carriage, re 183
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Liability
—
Con.
companies, of
—
Con.
. fire caused by
locomotives, for 139
. generally 267(3)
. inspection not to relieve ..267(3)
. limitations on 214
. payment of compensation to
person not entitled, for 89(34)
. persons injured on
freight cars, re 149
. regulations limiting ...268(1,3)
. sleeping and parlour
cars, re 160(3)
time for commencement
of actions re 267(1, 2)
effect of amalgamation on ..66,67
effect of penalties on 103(5)
electric railway company,
of, re fenders 253(3)
fiduciary owners, of 82(2)
limitation of 214
municipalities, of, re
street railways 232(4)
persons damaging freight, of . .294
returns re 278(l)(a,h)
Liens
. municipalities, of, re forfeiture
for non-user of street
railways 240(2)
owners, of. on branch lines 93(4,5)
. penalties, for 299
. subsidies, for 271 (2-4)
. tolls, for 186(1)
Lieutenant-Governor
. exclusive use of telephone
or telegraph required by . .303(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
annual report of Board to . .281(6)
appointment of inspecting
engineers approved by ...173(1)
census required by 235(2, 3)
consent by, re use of
public land 60(1)
orders of, penalties
for violation of 290(1)
powers of
. information in returns, re 278(4)
. parks vested in Crown, re 241(2)
. subsidized railways,
re 270(2-5). 271(2)
. transmission of power over
right-of-way, re 302
regulations by, re carriage of
mail, military forces
or police 303(1)
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Life tenants
.
conveyance by 81, 82
Limitation of actions
.
claims re unclaimed
goods, re 186(9)
. fires caused by
locomotives, re 139(4)
, generally 267(1,2)
Lines—5"^? Telegraph lines
Liquor
. employees intoxicated by,
on duty 292
.
penalties for tampering with
liquor freight 294
. penalty for selling, to
employees on duty 291
Loads
. by-laws re 163(r)
Loans
.
powers of provisional
directors re 8(1)
Locomotives
—
See also Equipment;
Trains
. bells on 99
. fires caused by 139
.
gongs on 100
.
whistles on 99, 100
London and Port Stanley Railway
.
Sunday operation by 234(2)
. .
penalties for 234(4-6)
London, City of
.
Sunday operation by 234(2)
. .
penalties 234(4-6)
London Railway Commission
.
Sunday operation by 234(2)
. . penalties 234(4-6)
London Street Railway Company
. Sunday operation by 234(2)
. .
penalties 234(4-6)
Long and short hauls
.
tolls re 187(6). 193(4)
Lumber cars
.
passenger cars, in rear of . . .150(1)
. .
penalties 150(2)
Macadamizing
. agreements re 231(c)
Magistrates
. railway constables
appointed by .
.
,
220(1)
Mails
.
regulations re carriage of ...303(1)
. transfer from one railway
to another 146(5)
Sec
Managers
. security taken from 20
Managing directors
—
See also
Directors
. employment of 19(2)
Maps
. approval of portion of 68(5)
. Board may make
alterations in 68(3)
. effect of contracts made
before deposit of 84
. filing of 68(4)
.
general location shown in ...68(1)
. scale of 68(2)
Materials
. contracts re purchase of 143
. required by railway 91
Meetings
—
See Directors;
Shareholders' meetings
Merchandise cars
.
passenger cars, in rear of ..150(1)
. . penalties 150(2)
Mileage tickets
. reduced rates, at 216(6)
Military forces
. regulations re carriage of* . .303(1)
Militia
. regulations re carriage of ...303(1)
MUk
. special tolls re 187(4)
Minerals See also Mines
. company not entitled to 133(1)
. . exception 133(1)
Mines
—
See also Minerals
compensation re 135
injuriously affected by railways 132
power of company to enter ...136
. penalties where refusal ....137
working of, near railways . 134(1)
. applications re 134(2, 3)
Minutes
. absence of president noted in . . .24
. evidence, as 14
. proceedings entered in 10(1) (6)
Misstatements
—
See Errors
Mortgages—5"^^ also Deeds
. barred by adjudication
on claims 89(39)
. enforcement of 52(2)
. holders of securities
as mortgiagees 48(2)
. land for parks, of 24( !)(</)
.
securing debentures as ..47(2,4,5)
.
.assets excepted in 47(3)
.
subsidies, for amount of . .271(2-4)
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Motormen
. duties of, performed by
conductors 257
. duty re safety practices
at intersections 156
. . penalties 158(2)
. examination of 265, 266(4)
. intoxicated while on duty ...292
.
protection of 101, 102
Municipal Act
. by-laws passed in
accordance with 162(2)
.
provisions re submission of
questions to electors 235(4)
Mimicipal Franchises Act
. assent of electors under . . . .242(5)
. by-laws or agreements
in contravention of 251
Municipalities
actions by
. directors contracts, re 18(2)
. repairs at level crossings, re 128
agreements with
. by-laws subject to 172
. construction of street
railways, re 250(3)
. hours of labour, re 273(2)
. limit on powers of
Board, as 104(8)
. provisions deemed to be
contained in 260
. radial lines, re .263
. remedies for breach of 261
. running of burden of 259
. street railways, re 231,260
applications by
. connection of railway lines re 130
. . one line Dominion railway. .131
. drainage, re 109(2-4)
. railways along or across
highways, re 123
. telephone systems, re 61(3)
applications served on, re
connection of railway
lines 131(1) Co)
branch lines required by 93(7,8)
by-laws of
. acquisition of land for
parks, re 241(l)(<i)(i)
. conveyance of
electricity, re 241 (1)(^)
.
expropriation, re 245
.
passing of 242
.
railways along
highways, re 118(1)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Municipalities
—
Con.
by-laws of Con.
. sounding of whistles, re ..155(5)
. street railways, re 241(3)
controlling interest held by 162(2)
drainage proceedings by 110
duration of franchises
granted by .. 246(1,4), 252(1, 2)
exclusive franchises granted by 244
indemnification of, on
forfeiture for non-user of
street railways 240(1)
. operation of street
railways by 232, 233
. . Sunday, on 234, 235
. powers re electric railways
on expiry of franchise 252
. powers re street railways on
expiry of franchise 246,247
. reduced tolls for 216(fl)
. stock held by 162
. street railways
transferred by 248, 249
.
transmission of power to 302
. urinals provided by 254(5,6)
Naval forces
. regulations re carriage of . . .303(1)
Navigable waters
—
See also
Waterways
. flooring on bridges over 55
. obstruction in 54
Negligence
—
See also Actions;
Liability
. cattle on railway
property, re 283(1)
.
companies, of
accommodations, re 146(7)
. .
station accommodations, re 161(6)
. employees dismissed for ....281(5)
. fires caused by locomotives, re 139
Negotiable instruments
. bearer bills, not to be issued 51(4)
. money borrowed on 51(1)
. presumption re 51 (2)
. seal of company on 51(3)
Niagara Falls
. expropriation of land near . .245(2)
Niagara River
. expropriation of land near . .245(2)
Nitro-glycerine
. transportation of 152, 153
Non-user
. street railways, of,
forfeiture for 240
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Notes—See Negotiable instruments
Notice
accidents, re
. Board, to 281(1,3)
.
admissibility in evidence of 282
amalgamation agreements,
re 65(3-5)
appeal, of, re furnishing
of additional cars 262(3)
application to Board, of
.
alteration of tunnels
or bridges, re 1 16(4)
. branch lines, re 92(2) (fc)
. one company using land
of another, re 59(2)
.
purchase of additional
land, re 86(2,4)
.
repair of subsidized
railways, re 271(1)
applications to judge, of
.
appointment of
arbitrators, re 89(5,7)
. warrants, re 89(32) («)
applications to owners of land, re 87
appointment of
arbitrator, of 89(17,19)
arbitrators' meetings, of ....89(10)
assent to joint tariflfs, of ...200(1)
awards, of 89(24)
awards, re 89(27)
by-laws, of 168
calls, of 26(1,2)
companies, to
. applications to ascertain
compensation, re 89(8)
.
report of inspecting
engineers, re 174(5)
conductors having powers
of constables, re 221
correction of plans, re Ti^2)
dangerous goods, re 152(2)
deposit of deed, of 47(4)
deposit of notice as general ...88
entry into mines, re 136
expected time of arrival, of . . . 145
. penalties 145(3)
goods moved to higher
classification, re 188(3)
improper description in ....89(21)
inspection of tariflfs, re 204(3)
interchange of traffic, re ....64(2)
liability limited by 214
liability re express
carriage limited by 183
location of head office, re 7
new, after abandonment . . . .89(22)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Notice
—
Con.
orders, of
.
condemnation of rolling
stock, re 175(4)
. right to sell, re 81(2)
owners, to
. acquisition of land, re ... .89(2)
. contents of 89(1)
.
failure to accept offer in 89(5)
. owner absent on 89(3)
passing of by-laws, of, re
construction of street
railways 242(1)
. payment into
court, re 89(37, 38). 96(2)
. penalties for defacing 287(2) (t), 295
.
publication of returns, re . . . .278(5)
.
purchase of electric
railway by municipality, re 252(4)
.
purchase of street railway
by municipality, re 246(2,4)
.
repairs, re
. . agreements deemed to
contain provisions re . .260(f-e)
. . level crossings, at 128
. returns required by 278(1)
, running of trains prohibited by. . 176
. sale of unclaimed goods, of 186(6)
. secretary, by 15
. shareholders' meetings,
of 9(2). 10(2), 12
.
special rate re
specific shipments 217. 218
.
standard freight tariflfs, re ..194(2)
.
taking up of streets, of . . . .260(^)
. train schedules, of 144
. trust, of 30
. unclaimed goods on street
railways, re 258(1-3)
. vote, of, re Sunday
operation 235(3)
Nuisance
. by-laws re 163 (^)
. street railways as 241(3)
. works for conveying
electricity as 241 ( 1 ) (^)
Oath
. examination under,
re returns 278(2)
office, of, re appointment
of railway constable ..220(2,3)
. returns made on .. .274(2), 275(1)
Objections
. by-laws re street
railways, to 242(2, 3)
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Obscene language
.
expulsion of passengers
using 226(2)(&)
Obstruction
deviation of street railways as 243
highway crossings, of, by trains 159
highways, of 118(2), 119
.
agreements deemed to
contain provisions re ...260(6)
.
penalties 1 18(3)
mines, of 132
navigable waters, in 55
officers of railway, of,
penalties for 287(2)((f)
Offences
—
See Penalties
Officers
—
See also Employees
. affidavits of 89(3)
. appointment of 19(1), 20
. companies liable for acts of 297(1)
. examination of, returns re . .278(2)
. obstruction of.
penalties re 287 (2) (rf)
. orders re tolls contravened by 205
. penalties, returns, re 279, 280
.
personal liability of 64(5)
. retirement of 21
Offices
.
seizure of, for breach
of agreement 261(2)
Oil cups
. trains, on 98(10)
Omissions
—
See Errors
Ontario Gazette
notice in
. amalgamation agreements
re 65(3-5)
. calls, re 26(2)
. construction of branch
lines, re 92(2)(6)
. deposit of mortgages, re . . .47(4)
. first meeting of
shareholders, re 9(2)
. goods moved to higher
classification, re 188(3)
. interchange of traffic, re ...64(2)
.
sale of unclaimed goods, re 186(6)
. standard freight
tariffs, re 194(2)
. . standard passenger
tariffs, of 198(2)
Ontario land survejror
.
certificates of 89(2, 3)
. plans prepared by, re
right-of-way for
obtaining materials 91(1)
RAILWAYS—Com. Sec
Ontario Mimidpal Board Act
. powers conferred by
section 53 of 104(5)
. powers of inspecting
engineers under 173(3)
Ontario Railway Act
. special Act passed, in force when 5
Open cars
. powers of Board re 104
Opening of railways
. applications re 174
Operation of railways
. powers of company re 53(/)
Options
. drainage construction, re 110(2,3)
Orders
Board, of
. drainage proceedings
affected by 110(2)
. interchange of traffic, re . .64(3)
. lines across
railways, re 62(2-5), 63
. one company using
land of another 59(2, 3)
. preference stock, re 40(4)
Board of Transport
Commissioners, of, re
protection of intersections 156(4)
. court, of, re distribution
of compensation 89(40-43)
enforcement of 104(5)
joint board, of 131(1)
judge, of
. costs of applications
for warrants, re 89(33)
.
money paid into court, re 96(3)
. sale and conveyance
by fiduciary owners, re 81(1-3)
penalty for defacing 287(2) (6), 295
Provincial Secretary, of, re
interim authorization ....52(5-9)
Osgoode Hall
. depositions delivered to . . .89(14)
Outside ladders
. box freight cars, on 89(5) (o)
Overdraft
. money borrowed by 51(1)
Overhead
. height of 122
Owners
—
See also Arbitration;
Arbitrators; Compensation
. defined l(m)
Owners of industry
.
branch lines required by 93
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Owners of land
applications by
.
crossings, re 113
.
drainage, re 109(2-4)
compensation of 87, 90
consent of, re purchase
of additional land 86(1,7)
copy of award delivered to 89(27)
copy of plan served on,
re right-of-way 91
drainage proceedings by 110
notice to 89(1-3)
.
applications for
warrants, re 89(32)(a)
.
. failure to accept ofTer in 89(5)
Packages
.
opening of, on false billing
or classifications 207(3)
Packing
. height of 108(3)
Parks
.
powers of street railway
companies re 241(l)((f)
Parliament of Canada
. railways authorized by 131(1)
Parlour cars
. contacts re 160
Passenger cars
. by-laws re 163(i)
. freight cars in rear of 150(1)
. .
penalties for 150(2)
Passengers
.
actions by. re baggage
checks improperly refused 151(3)
conveniences for 255
expulsion of 226(1-3)
powers of company to carry 53 (t)
refusing to pay fare 148
standing on side steps 107(1)
. penalties for 107(2)
tariffs of tolls re 197-199
transfer from one railway
to another 146(5)
Patrols
. fire prevention, for
regulations re 103(1) (/»)
Paving
. agreements re 231(c)
Payment in advance
. shares, for 36
Payment into court
. application for
warrant, on 89(32)(&)
'
. compensation, of 89(28, 35-43),
96(2, 3)
. purchase money, of 83
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Penalties
—
See also Actions;
Liability
. acts or omissions, where no
other penalty provided, re 290(1)
. bridges, re 289
. cattle re
. . allowing cattle
on railway 285(l)(<f)
. . taking down fences ..285(1)(6)
. . turning within
enclosures 285(1) (c)
. .
wilfully leaving
gates open 285(l)(a)
.
charge for 299
.
companies not exempted
from forfeiture by 298
.
condemnation of rolling
stock, re 175(4, 5)
. constables neglecting duty, re 225
.
contravention of company
by-laws or rules, re ... 164, 293
.
contravention of orders
re tolls 205
.
damaging electric wires, re ...293
.
damaging freight, re 294(a)
.
damaging poles of
electric railway, re 295
.
damaging railway
propertyj re 287(2) (a)
. dangerous goods, re. . 152(3), 153(3)
.
defacing notices, for 287(2) (a), 295
. discrimination, for 208
. each day's violation, for 296
.
employees intoxicated while
on duty, re 292
.
employment of aliens on
subsidized construction, re 270(7)
. examination of motormen, re 266(4)
.
examinations for colour
blindness, re 266(4)
. express tolls, re 185
. failing to sound whistle at
highway crossings, re ..155(3,4)
. failing to stop at swing
or draw bridge, re .... 154(2, 3)
.
failing to turn out to
let trains pass, re 260(o)
. failure of protection for
motormen, re 101(4)
.
failure to use foot
bridges, re 288
.
false billing or
classification, for 206, 207
, fenders and brakes on
electric motor cars, re . . . 253(4)
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Penalties
—
Con.
.
fraud re payment of
fare, for 287(2)(c)
. freight cars in rear of
passenger cars 150(2)
. furnishing of additional
cars, re 262(1)
. hours of labour on
street railways, re 273(3)
. improper equipment on
trains, re 98(12)
. improper tunnels or
bridges, re 116(6)
. leave of Board to prosecute for 300
. liens for 299
.
liability not affected by 103(5)
. liability of company re
acts of agents, re 2!97(1)
. liquor, re
. . selling to employees on duty 291
. . tampering with liquor freight 294
. mortgages subject to
payment of 47(1)
. neglecting to forward traffic 64(5)
.
neglecting to provide urinals 254(3)
. non-repair, for 260(e)
. notice of accidents not
given to Board, for 281(2)
. notice of expected time
of arrival, re 145(3)
. obstructing officer of
railway, re 287 (2) (rf)
. obstruction of
highways, re 118(3), 119
. obstruction of inspecting
engineers, re 173(8)
. oflfences by company in its
corporate character, re ..297(2)
. opening of railways, re 174(8)
. operation of defective
cars, re 268(3)
. orders made pursuant to
inspecting engineers'
notice, re 176(6-8)
.
payable to Treasurer
of Ontario 301
. powers of Board re . .' 103(4)
. purchase of railway
stock, re 286
. recovery of 299-301
. refusing to allow inspectors
to enter mines, re 137
. refusing to pay fare, re ....148(2)
. requiring employees to
work on Sundays, re 238
. returns, re 279, 280
. . evidence re 282
RAILWAYS^Con. Sec.
Penalties
—
Con.
. safety practices at
intersections, re 158(2)
. signboards at level crossings, re 127
. speed limits, re 158(2)
. standing on side steps, re .107
. tolls, re 256(2)
. trains backing up, re 158(2)
. trains obstructing highway
crossings, re 159(2)
. transmission of messages for
inspecting engineers, re . . .173(6)
. trespassing, for 287 (2) (e)
. tunnels, re 289
. unauthorized Sunday
operation, re 234(4-6)
. waiver of employees' rights
in contracts, re 268(3)
. walking along track, for ....287(1)
Perishable goods
—
See also Goods
. sale of unclaimed 258(3)
. special tolls re 187(4)
. tolls recovered by sale of . . . 186(4)
Personal estate
. shares deemed to be 27(1)
Personal representatives
. liability of companies to . . . .267(3)
Petitions
. Board, to, re by-laws re
street railways 242(2, 3)
Pipes
—
See also Drainage
. agreements re repair of 231(e)
. applications re
construction of 109(2-4)
. . railways, across Ill
. powers of company to divert 53 (n)
. restoration of 57
. street railway companies
to protect 239(2, 3)
Plans See also Documents
defined 1 (n)
deposit of, in registry office
. branch lines, re 92(2) (a) (6)
.
completed railways, of 75(2)
. general notice, as 88
. generally 71 (2), 75(2)
deposit of, with Board
. amended 78
. applications re drainage, re 109(2)
.
branch lines, re 92(2) (c)(5)
.
bridge construction, re ..117(1-4)
. completed railway, of 75(1)
. construction of canals,
pipes or wires across
railways, re 118(2,3)
. drainage, re 110(4)
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Plans
—
Con.
deposit of, with Board
—
Con.
. further plans, re 77
. generally 70,71(1)
. intersecting lines, re ...129(2,3)
. lines across
railways, re 62(2, 5), 63
. necessary preliminary to
construction, as 79
. purchase of additional
land, re 86(3-7)
. railways along or across
highways, re . .120(115), 123(1)
. section of
railway, of 69(6), 70(4)
. working mines near
railways, re 134(2)
duties of registrar of deeds re ..74
duty of companies to prepare 69(1)
errors in 7Z
information contained in 69(2)
. additional information
required 69(5)
owners of land served
with, re right-of-way 91
preparation of 76(1-3)
. rejection of unsatisfactory 76(4)
submission of, to
inspecting engineers 173(4)
Platforms
. enclosing of 101, 102
. persons injured on 149
. trains, on 101(1)
Pleasure grounds
—
See Parks
Pledges
. securities, of 46(3)
Postmaster-General
. powers re carriage of mail 303(1)
Poles
agreements with
municipality re 61(1)
. penalties for damaging 295
. restoration of 57
'
. transmission of power to
municipalities, for 302
Police
regulations re carriage of 303(1)
Pooling
powers of Board re 187(8)
Possession
—
See also Land
.
contracts made before
deposit of maps 84(2)
.
taken on tender
of compensation 89(28)
. taken prior to making
of award 89(27)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Possession
—
Con.
. warrants for 89(29)
. . execution of 89(30)
. . issued before award .89(31-33)
Poundkeepers
. detention of cattle by 283(4)
Power
. agreements re supply of 241(l)(c)
. exclusive franchise to transmit 244
Preference See Discrimination
Preference stock
.
approval of Board re issue of 40(4)
: ty-law creating 40(1)
. rights and liabilities
of holders of 40(5)
.
rights of creditors preserved 40(6)
.
special rights of holders of . .40(2)
. unanimous sanction
of shareholders 40(3)
Presidents
.
absence or illness of 23
. . noted on minutes 24
.
affidavits of, re readiness of
railways for opening 174(2)
applications signed by, re
purchase of additional
land 86(3)(6)
.
bills and notes signed by 51(2,3)
.
certification by, of copy
of by-law 170
. duty of, re returns 274(2), 275(1)
. election of 16(10)
. notice to, re applications
for repair of
subsidized railways 271(1)
. plans certified by 76(2)
. securities signed by 46(1)
Press
. reduced tolls for members of 216(c)
Presumptions
. bills and notes, re 51(2)
. prosecutions re tolls, in 213
Prevention
.
violation of by-laws, of 169
Private sidings
—
See also Branch
lines
. facilities for traffic of 146(2), 210(5)
Privileges
—
See also Franchises
. information re accidents
declared 281(3)
Procedure
. appeal, on 89(25, 26)
Proceedings
—
See also Applications
. abandonment of 89(21, 22)
. Crown liens, re 271(3,4)
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Proceedingfs
—
Con.
entered in minutes 10(1) (6)
. minutes of, as evidence 14
. recovery of tolls, for 186(2)
Production of electricity
. powers of street railway
companies re 241 (1) (o)
exceptions 241(2)
Profiles
—
See also Plans
. information contained in . . .69(3)
Promoters
. contractors, as 18(1)
. liability of 18(2)
. contracts re employment of . . . 143
Prosecutions See also Penalties
authority of Board for
institution of 176(8)
. leave of Board re 300
. tolls, re, presumptions in 213
Prospectors
defined 270(l)(a)
. tolls re 270(2)
Provincial governments
.
reduced tolls for 216(a)
Provincial Secretary
annual returns to 274(5)
applications to 52(4)
powers re subsidized railways 271
Provisional directors
—
See also
Directors
contractors with company, as 18(1)
. . liability of 18(2)
. meeting of shareholders
called by 9(2,3)
meetings of 8(4)
neglecting to call meeting
of shareholders 901)
powers of 8
Proxy
. holders of securities voting by 49(2)
voting by, generally 13(3,4)
Public auction
.
unclaimed goods sold at 258(2, 3)
Public interest
discrimination necessary in . .211(2)
Public Utilities Commission of the
City of London
. permission of, for
Sunday operation 234(3)
Public Vehicles Act
. operation of buses under 232(6)
Publication
.
by-laws of company, of 168(1), 293
. evidence re returns, of . . .278(3-5)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
PubUcation
—
Con.
. joint tariflfs, of 201(2)
. . foreign railway
companies, by 203(1)
. special passenger tariflfs, of . .199(1)
. standard passenger tariffs, of . . 198
. tariflfs, of, generally 204
Purchase
. additional land, of 86
. electric railways, of,
by municipalities 252(2-5)
. land, of, greater quantity
than necessary 94(1)
. property, of, powers of
companies re 53(c)
.
railway stock, of, by companies 286
. railway supplies, of, by
subsidized companies 270(5)
rights for conveying
electricity, of 241(l)(e)
. street railways, of,
by municipalities 246(2-6),
247(2), 263(6)
. water powers, of, by street
railway companies ... .241(1) (&)
Purchase money
. annual rent as 85(3)
contracts re, made before
deposit of maps 84(2)
. disposition of 83
. orders re investment of ... 81(3)
Purchasers
. defined 52(l)(a)
Qualifications
. directors, of 16(4)
Quorum
. directors, of 16(1,7,8,11,12)
. provisional directors, of 8(1)
Radial lines
. agreements re 263
. application of sections relating
to street railways to 264
RaUs
. agreements deemed to
contain provisions re 260(a,b)
Railway
. defined l(o), 131(2)
Railway Act of Ontario
. special Act passed,
commencement of 5
Railway constables
. appointment of 220
. . record of 224
. conductors to have powers of . .226
. . notice of authority 227
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Railway constables
—
Con.
dismissal of 223(1,2)
. record of 224
oath of office of 220(2,3)
penalties for neglect of duty 225
powers of 221, 222
re-appointment of 223(3)
. record of 224
Railway crossings
—
See Highway
crossings
Rates
—
See also Tolls
. defined l(v)
. reduction of, powers of
companies re 216
Real estate
—
See Land
Rebate of tolls
. penalties re 208(a)
Receipts
. Board by, on seizure for
breach of agreement ..261(4,5)
. returns re 278(l)(d)
Receivers
. appointment of, re enforcement
of Crown liens 271(3)
. orders re tolls contravened by 205
Records
—
See Books and records
Rectors
. conveyance by 81 (4) (a)
Referendum
.
Sunday operation, re 235
Refunds
. owners of industry, to 93(3)
Registrar
. defined !(/>)
Registrar of deeds See also
Registry offices
. defined l(/>)
. duties of 74
Registrar of Supreme Court
. depositions delivered to ....89(14)
Registration
. certificate of forfeiture, of . 35(2)
. securities, of 49(3), 50
Registry offices
—
See also Registrar
of deeds
. conveyances to companies
registered in 304
. defined 1(g)
. documents deposited in, re
purchase of additional land 86(6)
. expropriation by-laws
registered in 245(1)
.
orders re subsidized
railways filed in 271(2)
. plans of branch lines
deposited in 92(2) (a) (6)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Regiilations
—
See also By-laws
Board, by
. accidents, re 281(3)
. accommodations for
handling traffic, re 146(8)
. classification of freight
tolls, re 188(2)
. discrimination, re 212(2)
. equipment and service, re 103
. examination of
motormen, re . .265(1), 266(4)
. express carriage defined by . . 182
. false billing or
classification, re 207(2)
. filing of tariffs, re 179-181
. freight tariff by-laws, re ....189
. general power to make 104
. interchange of traffic, re ...64(3)
. liability limited by 214
. liability re express
carriage limited by 183
.
lines across railways, re 63
.
plans, re . .75, 76(1), 78(4), 120(6)
. publication of competitive
freight tariffs, re 196(2)
. publication of special
freight tariffs, re 195(2)
. publication of
tariffs, re 177(6). 204(4)
. speed at intersections, re . .156(3)
. speed, re 157(1,3)
.
terms and conditions, re 215
companies, by
. liability to employees
limited in 268(1.3)
. penalties for contravention of 293
. return of 275(3)
directors, by 19(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 303(1)
. penalties for
defacing 287(2) (t), 295
Removal of snow
. agreements deemed to
contain provisions re ... .260(i)
. agreements with
municipalities re 259
Remuneration
—
See also Wages
. directors, of 22
. examiners, of, re examination
of motormen 265(3), 266(4)
. inspectors, of, re repairs
at level crossings 128(2)
. municipal engineers, of, re 260(n)
Rent
. equivalent of principal sums, as 85
. legal tender of 89(28)
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Repairs
. agreements with
municipalities re 259
. level crossings, at 128
. orders of Board re 175
. . penalties 175(4,5)
. powers of Board re 104
. powers of companies re 53 (o)
. subsidized railways, on ...271(1,4)
. track allowances, of 260ic-e)
Reports
.
ihnual, by Board 281(6)
. inspecting engineers
of 109(2), 173(2). 174(4-8),
175(2), 176(4)
Requisitions
. service of, dispensed with ...16(9)
Reserve fund
.
powers of directors re 42
Resolutions
. Board, of, re stops 105
. directors, of
. . calls, re 26(1)
.
. minutes of, as evidence 14
. retirement of ofRcers, re 21
shareholders, of
.
contracts for construction
authorized by 143
. minutes of. as evidence 14
. . remuneration of directors, re 22
Restoration
. duty of companies re ...57
Retirement
.
officers, of .- . .21
Returns
accidents, re 275 ( 1 , 2) , 276, 277
. . admissibility in evidence of . .282
annual 274
. . express tolls, re 184
.
assets and liabilities, re 278
. by-laws and rules of
company, re .275(3)
fire-rangers, re,
regulations re 103(1 )(t)
.
penalties re 279, 280
Right-of-way
. acquisition of, to obtain materials 91
. contracts re purchase of 143
flammable matter in 138
. quantity of land allowed for . .80(a)
. time limit for acquiring 70(5)
. track allowances, over 260 (o)
.
transmission of power on 302
Risk
. goods seized for
non-payment of tolls, re . . 186(3)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Road-beds
. powers of Board re 104
Rolling stock ' - '
condemnation of 7.175(3)
.
penalties 175(4,5)
contracts re purchase of 143
defined l(r)
facilities for return of
. duties of companies re . . . .210(1)
inspecting engineers
forbidding use of 176
.
subsidized companies to
purchase in Canada 270(5)
Rules
—
See By-laws
Rxmning boards
. box freight cars, on 98(6)
iSafety
.
.
employees, of
regulations re ........ . 103(1) (c)
Salaries
—
See Remuneration; Wages
Sale
—
See also Land
agreements for 65
fee simple vested in
company by 82(1)
fiduciary owners, by 81
forfeited shares, of 34,35
goods, of, re recovery
of tolls 186(4-9)
land for parks, of 241(1) (rf)
railways, of
. interim authorization . . .52(5-9)
. judgments for 52(2)
. purchasers applications
to Provincial Secretary re 52(4)
. purchasers without
corporate powers, to 52(3)
securities, of 46(3)
surplus land, of 94(2)
unclaimed goods, of 258(2, 3)
Sand
. required by railway 91
Sanitary conveniences
—
See
Conveniences
Scale
. certified copy of plan
as evidence of 74(5)
. maps, of 68(2)
Schedules
. by-laws re 163(6)
. regularity of 144
. transfer from one railway
to another 146(5)
Seal<
. bills and notes, on 51(3)
. by-laws, on 165
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Seal—Con.
. copy of by-law, on 170
. minutes, on 14
Searches
.
appointment or dismissal of
railway constables, re . . . .224(3)
Secretary
. affidavits, of, re readiness
of railways for opening . . .174(2)
. bills and notes
countersigned by 51(2,3)
. certification by
. .
absence of president, re 24
. . copies of plans, of . .71(2), 73(3)
. . copy of by-law, of 170
. . copy of mortgage, of 47(5)
. . minutes, of 14
. . plans for branch lines, or 92(6)
. defined 1(5)
. duty re returns 274(2), 275(1)
. notices given by IS
. securities countersigned by . .46(1)
Securities
.
acting presidents signing 23
. actions re 48(2)
.
issue of 46( 1)
. . continuing powers re 46(5)
. . denominations 46(4)
. . limitations on 46(2)
.
mode of transfer of 50
.
preferential charge, as 48(1)
. purchase by companies of ... .286
. rights of holders of 49
. sale of 46(3)
. secured by mortgages 47
Security
. applications for
warrants, re 89(32) (6)
. officers, by 20
Seizure
. goods, of, for non-payment
of tolls 186(3)
. railway, of, for breach
of agreement 261(2)
Senate
. reduced tolls for members of 216(c)
Servants
—
See Employees; Officers
Service
. application for connection
of railway lines, of 131 (a)
. notice of application, of 86(2)
.
orders, of, on company 104
. powers of Board re 104
.
reports of inspecting
engineers, of 174(5)
.
requisitions, of, dispensed
with 16(9)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Settlements
. expiry of franchise, after 247
Settlers
. defined 270(l)(a)
. reduced tolls for 216(6)
. tolls re 270(2)
Sewers
—
See Drainage
Shareholders
—
See also Shareholders'
meetings
.
actions against 33
. actions by 18(2)
. calls on 26
. consent of, re interchange
of traffic 64(2)
. directors subject to control of ..17
. entries in book re 38
. equal rights of 39
. liability of 37
. non-payment of calls by 32
. right to purchase
forfeited shares 34(5)
. special meetings called by ...11(1)
Shareholders' meetings
—
See also
Shareholders
. amalgamation agreements, re 65(1)
. annual and special 11(1)
. annual, where held 11(2)
. contracts for construction, re 143
. election of directors at 9(4)
. forfeiture, re 34(1)
. increasing capital stock, re ... 10
.
majority rule at 13(4)
. minutes, of, as evidence 14
. notice of 12
. preference stock, re 40(3)
. provisional directors, called by 9(2)
. remuneration of directors, re .22
. reserve fund, re 42(1)
. rights of holders of securities at 49
. shares declared forfeited at . .32(2)
. special, where held 11(3)
. subscribers, called by 9(3)
. transaction of business at ....13(1)
. vacancies in board of
directors, re 16(1,8.9)
. voting at 13(2)
. . proxy, by 13(3»4)
Shares—See also Capital; Capital
stock; Stock
. advance payments on 36
. application of moneys raised by 9(1)
. calls re 26
. certificate of proprietorship of 31
. directors to own at least ten 16(4)
. execution of trusts re 30
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Shares—Con.
forfeiture of 32
. effect of 33
personal estate, deemed 27(1)
powers of provisional
directors re 8(1,3,5)
qualifications of directors re 16(4)
. application of purchase
money 35(3)
sale of forfeited
. directors, 'by 34(1)
. irregularity in 35(4)
. limitations on 34(2)
. payment of arrears before . .34(4)
. purchasers at 34(5)
. surplus proceeds on 34(3)
. treasurer's certificate re 35(1,2)
transfer of
. by-laws re 27
. consent of directors re 28
transmission of, other
than by transfer 29
Sheep—See Cattle
Shelter
. employees, for 101, 102
. . regulations re 103(ll)(e)
Sheriff
. warrants issued to 89(29)
. . execution of 89(30)
. issued before award . . .89(31-33)
Shooting
. insulators, at 295
Shimting
. highway crossings, at 159
Side steps
. penalties for standing on 107
. summer cars, on 106(2)
Sidings—See also Branch lines
. private facilities for
traffic of 146<2), 210(5)
Signal men
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Signal systems
. draw or swing bridges, at . . 154(4)
intersections, at 129(6), 156(3)
Signals
. intersections, at 156
Signatures
.
certified copies as evidence of 74(5)
Signboards
. level crossings, at 127
. . penalties 127
Sleeping cars
. contracts re 160
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Sliding gates—See also Gates
. fences, in 114(1)(&)
Smoking
. by-laws re 163(e)
Snow
—
See Removal of snow
Snow fences
. erection of 95(1)
. removal of 95(2)
Snowdrifts, protection against
purchase of additional
land for 86(1)
Span
. bridges, of 117
Special Acts
. Act construed with 2
. cessation of powers granted by 141
. cost of passing 9(1)
. defined 1(*)
. effect of regulations on
rights and duties under . . .103(6)
. head office designated in 7
. nimiber of directors stated in 16(1)
. penalties for violation of ...290(1)
. provisional directors
mentioned in 8(1)
. qualification of Act by 4, S
Special constables
—
See Railway
constables
Special meetings
—
See Shareholders'
meetings
Special rates
—
See Tolls
Special tariffs—See also Tolls
. freight tolls, of ... 192, 193(3), 195
. inspection of 204(1)(6)
. passenger tolls, of .. .197(1, 3), 199
Specific shipments
.
special rates for 217, 218
Specifications See Plans
Speed
. by-laws re 163(o)
. electric trains, of 260(f)
.
highway crossings, at ....157(3,5)
. . penalties re 158(2)
. intersections, at
. . penalties 158(2)
. . regulations re 156(3)
. powers of Board re 103(1) (o)
. swing bridges, at,
regulations re 154(4)
. thickly peopled portion of
cities, in 157(1-3)
. . penalties 158(2)
Spurs—See also Branch lines
. transport of materials on 91(1) (6)
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Standard plans
—
See Plans
Standard tariffs—^5"*^ also Tolls
.
freight tolls, of 192, 193(1,2), 194
. inspection of 204(1) (a)
. passenger tolls, of ... 197(1, 2), 198
Station agents
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Stations
.
by-laws of company
posted at 168(1), 293
.
inspection of tariflFs at 204
.
penalties for trespass on 287(2) (e)
.
powers of Board re 161
.
quantity of land allowed for 80(6)
. special freight tariflfs filed at 195(2)
. special passenger tariffs
filed at 199(1)
Steam
. use of, in construction of
electric railways 142
Steam railways
. duty re conveniences
for passengers 255
Steam whistles
. regulations re 103(1) (&)
Stenographers
. evidence taken by 89(11)
. expense of 89(13)
. sworn before arbitrators . . . .89(12)
Stock—See also Capital; Capital
stock; Shares
. contracts paid in 143
.
controlling interest held by . . 162(2)
. municipal corporations, held by 162
.
purchase of, by companies . . . .286
returns re 278(1) (&,c)
Stone
. required by railway 91
Stops
. powers of Board re 104(3) (rf), 105
Street Railway Act
. special Act passed,
commencement of 5
Street railways—^5"^^ also Electric
railways
. agreements with
municipalities re 231, 260
. application of Act to 2
.
brakes of 253
. by-laws of 172
. construction of powers of
Board re 250
. defined 1 (u)
. deviations by 243
. duration of franchiies re 246(1, 4)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Street railways—Con.
duty re conveniences
for employees on 254
duty to protect pipes and
wires on 239
examination of motormen of . .265
expiry of franchises re ...246,247
fenders on 253
forfeiture for non-user of . .240(1)
. municipalities lien re 240(2)
hours of labour on ...236,237,273
one man as motorman
and conductor 257
passing of municipal by-laws re 242
"pay as you enter system" for 256
penalties, refurnishing of
additional cars 262(1)
powers of Board re 104
. limitations on 104(8)
powers of companies
.
expropriation, re 245
. freight traffic, re 230
. generally 229, 241
powers of municipalities
. extensions 232(3, 4)
. franchises 233
. generally 232(1,4)
radial lines, agreements re . . . .263
refusal to pay fare on 148(2)
remedies for breach of
agreements re 261
sections applicable to 6(1)
sections re, applicable to
radial lines 264
summer cars of 106
Sunday operation of 234, 235
. penalties 234(4-6)
transfer of, by
municipalities 248, 249
. unclaimed goods on 258
Streets
. taking up of, by
municipalities 260(y)
186(1)
Subrogation
. liens for tolls, re
Subscribers
. meeting of shareholders
called by 9(3)
Subscriptions—See Shares
Subsidies
, conditions attached to . . . .270(2-4)
. employment of alien
labour, re 270(6)
. liens for 271(2-4)
. penalties re employment of
alien labour 270(7)
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Subsidies—Con
.
. purchase of supplies
in Canada 270(5)
. railway not in safe and
efficient condition 271
. returns re 278(1) (^)
. wages of labourers on
construction re 269, 270(4)
Subsidized railwajrs
—
See Subsidies
Summer cars
. powers of Board re 106
Sunday
requiring employees to work on 237
. penalties for 238
street railways operated on 234,235
. penalties for 234(4-6)
use of parks on 241(l)(d) (ii)
Supplies
. subsidized companies to
purchase, in Canada 270(5)
Supply of power
. agreements re 241(l)(c)
Supreme Court
appeals to 89(24, 26)
. procedure on 89(25)
costs taxed by officers of,
on petition to Board 242(4)
Crown liens enforced in . . . .271(3)
exercise of powers of
county judge by 89(4)
judge of, powers re
payment into court . . .89(35-43)
payment into, re use of
adjacent lands 96(2)
warrants issued by judge of 89(29)
. execution of 89(30)
. issued before award . . .89(31-33)
Stireties
. directors, as 18(1)
. . liability of ......18(2)
Surveys
. cost of 9(1)
. powers of provisional
directors re 8(1)
Susi)ension of employees
. accidents, re 281(5)
Swine—5?^ Cattle
Swing bridges
—
See Bridges
Swing gates
—
See also Gates
. fences, in 114(1) (6)
Switches
. location of, agreements
deemed to contain
provisions re 260(m)
. powers of Board re 104(2, 9)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Switches—Con.
. repairing of, agreements
deemed to contain
provisions re 260(c-*)
Switchmen
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Tariffs—5^^ Tolls
Telegraph Act
. powers conferred by 61(1)
Telegraph lines
. erected across railways 62,63
. exclusive use of 61(2)
powers of companies re 61(1)
Telegraph operators
. intoxicated while on duty 292
Telegraphs
placed at exclusive service
of Government 303(2)
. powers of inspecting
engineers re use of ... 173(5, 6)
Telephone lines
—
See Telegraph
lines
Telephones
—
See also Telegraph
lines
. placed at exclusive
service of Government . . . .303(2)
. powers of inspecting
engineers re use of ...173(5,6)
Tenants for life
. conveyance by 81, 82
Tenants in tail
. conveyance by 81, 82
Tender
—
See Legal tender
Terminals
. extension beyond 78(5)
. . branch line, by 92(7) (6)
. powers of Board re 104
Terms
. carriage of traffic, re
. . regulations re 215
Tests
. colour blindness, for 266
. fenders and brakes, of 253(5)
Through rates—See also Joint
tariffs; Tolls
. joint tariffs, in, powers
of Board re 201(3,4)
Through traffic
.
facilities for, duties of
companies re 210
Time for construction
. limitation of 141
Time limits
.
acquisition of land, re 70(5)
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Timetables
. by-laws re 163(t)
Tolls
—
See also Joint tariffs
actions re 267(2)
apportionment of 64
bridges or tunnels, re 3(2)
by-laws of company, re 177
competitive tariffs of
. filing of 180
.
freight tolls, re .. 192, 193(4), 196
. inspection of 204(1) (c)
defined 1 (i;), 270(1) (fe)
departure from tariff of 209
discrimination re 187, 211, 212
.
burden of proof of 211(1)
express
. annual returns re 184
. application of provisions
re freight tolls to 178
. definition of express carriage 182
. disallowance of 178(2)
.
limitations on liability re ...183
. penalties re 185
. tariffs of, filed with Board 179-181
false billing or
classification of 206, 207
free transportation 216, 219
freight
by-laws re 189
classification of 188
competitive tariffs of 193(4), 196
division of tariffs into
three classes 192
fraction, rules re 191
powers of Board re tariffs of 190
special tariffs of 193(3), 195
standard tariffs of . .193(1,2), 194
liens for 186(1)
orders of Board, re 146(6)
passenger
. special tariffs of .. 197(1, 3), 199
. standard tariffs of .. 197(1,2), 198
penalties for fraud
re payment of 287 (2) (c)
penalties re contravention
of orders, generally 205
perishable goods, re 187(4)
pooling of 187(8)
presumptions in prosecutions re 213
proceedings for recovery of 186(2)
prospectors, re 270(2)
publication of tariffs of 177(6), 204
reduced 216
refunds from 93(3)
refusal to pay 148
sale of goods to recover . . 186(4, 6)
. application of
proceeds of 186(4-9)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec.
Tolls—Com.
. seizure of goods for
non-payment of 186(3)
settlers, re 270(2)
sleeping and parlour
cars, on 160(2)
special rates for specific
shipments 217, 218
special tariffs of
.
freig'ht re 192, 193(3), 195
inspection of 204(1)(6)
.
passengers re 197(1, 3), 199
standard tariffs of
.
freight, re 192, 193(1, 2), 194
. inspection of 204(l)(a)
. passengers, re 197(1, 2), 198
street railways, re
. agreements with
municipalities re 231 (t)
. "pay as you enter" system . .256
subsidized railways on 270(2)
traffic by water, re 3(1)
Track allowances
. right of public to use 260(o)
Tracks
. alignment of 260(m)
.
penalty for walking along 287(1)
powers of Board re 104(2,9)
Traffic
—
See also Facilities for
traffic
.
accommodations for handling . . 146
. annual returns re 274(1)
by-laws re 163((j)
. defined Kw)
.
failure to forward 64(5)
. interchange of 64
. tolls and tariffs re 3
Trains See also Equipment;
Locomotives
. defined \{x)
.
highway crossings
obstructed by 159
. inspecting engineer forbidding
running of 176
penalties re backing up of . . 158(2)
. regular schedule, on 144
Tramways
—
See Street railways
Transfer
. ownership of highways, of . .25,9
. street railways, of 248, 249
Transmission
electricity, of
. . exclusive franchise for 244
. . powers of street railway
companies re 241(l)(f)
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Transmission
—
Con
.
. power, of
. . penalties for damaging
wires used in 295
.
.
powers of Board re 302
. shares, of, others than by transfer 29
Treasurer of Ontario
. balance of proceeds of
sale paid to 186(8)
. penalties payable to 301
Treasurers
. certificates of 35(1, 2)
Trees
powers of Company
to remove 53 (/)
Trespassing
penalties re 287(2) (e)
Trestles—5"^^ Bridges
Trustees
. bondholders, of
. . notice to, re repair of
subsidized railways 271(1)
. . payment of surplus
proceeds to 271(4)
. conveyance by 81, 82
. mortgage deed, named in . . .47(2)
. orders re tolls contravened by 205
. proceedings re securities
taken through 48(2)
Trusts
. shares, re, execution of 30
Tunnels
—
See also Bridges
. notice of accidents damaging 281(1)
. penalties re 289
. power of companies
to construct 53(it)
. railways, across, applications re 111
. tolls re 3(2)
Turn-outs
. location of, agreements
deemed to contain
provisions re 260(m)
repairing of, agreements
deemed to contain
provisions re 260(f-^)
Unclaimed goods
—
See also Goods;
Perishable goods
. annual returns re 184
. sale to recover tolls re 186(6)
. . application of
proceeds of 186(7-9)
. street railways, on
. . duty of companies re ...258(1)
. . power of companies re . .258(2, 3)
RAILWAYS—Con. Sec
Undertaking
. defined 1 (y)
Unearned subsidies
. conditions attached to . . .270(2-4)
Uniformity
. freight tolls, of 188(1)
Urinals
. employees, for 254
. passengers, for 255
Vacancies
.
board of directors, in 16(3, 7, 8, 9)
Vessels
.
link in continuous routes, as 200(3)
Vestibules
.
rear-end, duty of
companies re 101, 102
Viaducts
—
See Bridges
Vice-presidents
.
acting presidents, as 23
. applications signed by, re
purchase of additional
land 86(3) (6)
. duty re returns 274(2)
election of 16(10)
. negotiable instruments
signed by 51(2,3)
plans certified by 76(2)
Vision
. testing of 266
Vote
casting 16(13)
election of directors, re 16(2)
increasing capital
stock, re 10(1) (a)
proxy, by 13(3, 4)
rights of holders of
securities re 49(1, 2)
. limitations on 49(3)
Sunday operation, re 235
Wages
—
See also Remuneration
.
construction subsidized by
Legislature, re 269, 270(4)
.
regulations and by-laws re ..19(1)
Waiver
. rights, of, in contracts
of employment 268(1, 2)
. . penalties 268(3)
Warehouse receipts
. money borrowed on 51(1)
Warehouses
.
quantity of land allowed for 80(6)
Warrants
.
possession, for 89(29)
. . execution of 89(30)
. . issued before award . . .89(31-33)
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Water
.
required by railway 91
Water power
.
powers of street
railway companies re .241(1) (&)
. .
exceptions 241 (2)
Waterways—5"^e also Navigable
waters
.
construction of, agreements
deemed to contain
provisions re 260(fif)
.
restoration of 57
Weighing
.
penalties for false 206, 20/
Westminster, Township of
Sunday operation in 234(3)
. .
penalties for 234(4-6)
Wharfs
quantity of land allowed for 80(b)
Whistles
.
highway crossings, used at .... 155
.
regulations re 103(1) (&)
.
trains, on 99, 100
Wild lands
use of, by company 60
Wing rails
.
packing around 108
Wires
duty of street railway
companies to protect . . .239(1-3)
.
penalties for damaging 295
railways, across, applications re 111
.
transmission of power to
municipalities, for 302
Witnesses
.
allowances to 89(41)
Work days—5e^ Hours of labour
Work hours—5^^ Hours of labour
Working expenditure
.
annual rent chargeable as . . . .85(3)
.
annual returns re 274(1)
. defined U3)
.
express companies, of,
annual returns re 184
.
mortgages subject to
payment of 47(1)
Yards
quantity of land allowed for 80(o)
RAINY RIVER DISTRICT
See Surveys Act
RATES
See Assessment Act; Income
Tax Act; Municipal Act
REAL ESTATE AND Sec.
BUSINESS BROKERS
Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act,
Vol. 4, p. 361.
See also Collection Agencies Act;
'Companies Act; Guarantee
Companies Securities Act;
(Mining Act; Securities Act
Accountant
appointment of, re
investigation 23(5)
Accountant of the Supreme Court
.
assignment of bond, moneys,
etc., to 21
Act
.
compliance with, re right
of action ^°
contravention of, report re 24
Actions
.
conditions for institution of ...39
consent of Attorney-General
ifor commencement of 56
. recovery of commission, fbr 38
Address for service
.
applicant must state 10
.
change of
notice by broker re ....l5(l)(o)
. notice by salesmen re ..15(2)(o)
Administration
regulations for 57 (i)
Administrator
.
registration of, on death
of broker 13(1)
Advertising
.
conditions for 45
Agreements
.
distribution of signed
copies by broker 53
.
listing of real estate, re
. . delivery of true copy
to client 52(1)
validity re date of expiry 52(2)
.
writing, in, condition for
action 39(a)
Appeals
. form and procedure iiK^)
order of court on, final ^^
Supreme Court, to 31(1)
Applicants
.
regulations re
examination of "(.9)
AppUcation for registration
.
following suspension or
cancellation -^°
.
forms and fees for 9(1)
I
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BROKERS—Con.
Application for registration
—
Con.
. method of 9(1)
. security required upon 9(2)
Armed forces
. residence not affected
by service in 12(2)
Attorney-General
. consent by, re disclosure
of evidence 26
. consent of, re institution
of actions 56
. consent of. re recovery
of penalties 55(1)
. counsel designated by 31(4)
. investigation ordered by 25
. report of investigation
published by 27
. report to, by Superintendent . .24
Auctioneer
. exemption from
registration re 17(6)
Bank account
trust moneys to be kept
separately, re 35
Banks
. exemption from
registration re 17id)
Bankruptcy Act (Canada)
direction to hold funds for
trustees, etc., under 28(1)
. exemption from registration
for assignees, etc., under 17(a)
forfeiture of bond, re
proceedings under 18(1) (c)
proceedings under, re
enforcement of forfeiture ... 20
Bond
—
See also Personal bond
assignment of, to creditors ... 21
. cancellation of 18(2)
. . conditions re collateral
security on 18(3)
. forfeiture of 18(1)
. payment of, where no claims
after forfeiture 22
. regulations re amount
and form of S7(&)
Books and accounts
. free access to, by Registrar 36(2)
. inspection of, by Registrar 36(1)
. particulars of transactions
to be entered 34(1)
Breach of contract
. inducement by broker or
salesman re 49
REAL ESTATE AND Sic
BUSINESS
BROKERS—Con.
Brokers
—
See also Salesmen
conditions of advertising by . . .45
defined 1 (o)
delivery of agreement re
listing to client 52(1)
distribution of copies
of agreements 'by 53
employment of unregistered
salesmen by 46
exemptions from Act
re, regulations 57(a)
holding out as, by
unregistered persons 43
limitations re name of firm ... .41
notice of registration by 42
notice to Registrar by 15(1)
. change of address for
service, re 15(1) (o)
. change of partnership,
re 15(1)(6)
. change re employment
of salesmen, re 15(1) (c)
purchase of real estate listed . . .48
registration of 3(1) (a)
registration of executor
on death of 13(1)
registration of salesmen
on death of 13(2)
representation by, forbidden
.
procure mortgage, to 40(c)
. re-sell real estate, to 40(a)
. sell purchaser's real
estate, to 40(6)
trade in business sold by,
statement re 50(1)
type of commission
prohibited to 51(1)
use of partnership name
by individual 41
Business
.
defined 1(6)
goods, etc., deemed to be
included in purchase of ...50(3)
limitations re names of 41
. statements to be delivered
on purchase of 50(1)
waiver re 50(2)
Certificates
. financial position of broker, re 37
. Registrar, of, to Registrar
of Supreme Court,
re appeal 31(3)
Collateral security
—
See also
Security
. accompanying personal
bond 9(2) (6)
. payment of moneys realized on 21
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Collateral security—Con.
. regulations re negotiable
securities as 57(c)
. requirements re 9(3)
.
sale of, on forfeiture of 'bond . . 19
Commission
. action for recovery of ...38,39
.
scale and computation of . . . .51(2)
. type prohibited 51(1)
Companies Act
. direction to hold funds for
trustees, etc., under 28(1)
.
exemption from registration
for assignees, etc., under ..17(a)
proceedings under, re
enforcement of forfeiture ... 20
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment of receipts of
Registrar into 16(1)
Counsel
. designation of by Attorney-
General re appeal 31(4)
Court
. order of, no appeal from 33
. order of, to Superintendent ... .32
Criminal Code (Canada)
. conviction under, re
forfeiture of bond 18(1) (a)
.
oflFence under, grounds for
investigation 23(1)
. report to Attorney-General
re offence under 24
Crown
.
forfeiture of bond as debt to 18(1)
Death of broker
.
registration of salesmen on .13(2)
Decision
.
request for review of 30(1)
. .
evidence at 30(3)
. .
notice re 30(2)
. . power of Superintendent re 30(4)
Definition
. broker 1(a)
. business 1 (6)
. official 1(c)
. prescribed 1(d)
.
real estate l(^)
. register 1(/)
Registrar 1 (5^)
. regulations 1(h)
. salesman 1 (t)
. Superintendent 1 (;)
trade l(k)
Documents
production of, re investigations 23(3)
REAL ESTATE AND Sec.
BUSINESS
BROKERS—Cow.
Employment
. changes in
. . notice by broker re ...15(l)(c)
.
.
notice by salesmen re .15(2) (6)
Evidence
certificate re registration or
non-registration as 58
. disclosure of 26
. Superintendent not bound by
technical rules of 30(3)
Evidence Act
. provisions of, re
investigations 23(3) (rf)
Examination
. applicants for registration,
regulations re 57(g)
Executors
. registration of, on death
of broker 13(1)
Exemptions
. registration, from 17
Fees
. regulations re 57(d)
Forfeiture of bond
proceedings re enforcement of 20
Forms
. appeal from review by
Superintendent, of 31(2)
. application for registration, of 9(1)
. regulations re 57(/)
Fraud
. forfeiture of bond on . . .18(l)(b)
Funds
. direction of Supreme
Court re disposition 28(2)
Guarantee Companies Securities Act
.
bonds of companies
approved under 9(2) (o)
Guarantor
.
bond of, as security
re registration 9(2) (c)
Hearing
. notice of 30(2)
Incorporated companies
. pu'blication of names of
interested persons in 44
Information
.
required from applicant 11
Inspection
. books and accounts of
broker, of 36(1)
Insurance companies
. exemption from
registration re 17(d)
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Investigation
. order for, by Attorney-General 25
. order for, by Superintendent 23(1)
. power to summon
witnesses for 23(3)
. powers of person
conducting 23(2-4)
. regulations re practice on ...57(e)
. report of, to Superintendent . .23(6)
. scope of 23(2)
Judicature Act
. direction to hold funds for
trustee, etc., under 28(1)
. exemption from registration
for assignees, etc., under . . 17(a)
. proceedings under, re
enforcement of forfeiture ...20
Leases
. representations by broker to
procure, forbidden 40(c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of Registrar by . .2(1)
. direction of, re disposition
of proceeds of bonds 22
. order 'by, re sale of
collateral security 19
regulations by 57
Limitation
recovery of penalties, re 55(2)
Lis pendens
notice of Superintendent
effective as 28(3)
Listings
.
authorized, as requirement
for actions 39(c)
Lists
. registered persons, of,
by Registrar 59
. regulations re 57(A)
Loan companies
exemption from
registration re 17(d)
Mining Act
. exemption from registration
re property under 17 (^)
Mortgages
representation by broker to
procure, forbidden 40(c)
Notice
. decision upon review, re 30(5)
. Superintendent, of, as
certificate of lis pendens . .28(3)
Offences—See also Penalties
. contravention of Act, re 54
. forfeiture of bond on
conviction of 18(l)(a)
REAL ESTATE AND
BUSINESS
BROKERS—Con.
Sec.
Offer in writing
. requirement for bringing
in action 39(&)
Officers
. publication of names of,
on letterheads 44
Official
. defined 1(c)
. registration as broker 3(l)(b)
Orders
appeals from, not allowed 33
request for review of 30(1)
. evidence at 30(3)
. notice re 30(2)
. power of Superintendent re 30(4)
Owners
. exemption from
registration re 17(h)
Particulars
. recording of, re trust ledgers 34(2)
. required re books
and accounts 34(1)
Partnership
. changes in
.
.
extinguishment of
registration on 3(2)
.
.
notice of 15(1) (6)
. publication on letterheads,
etc., of interested persons ... .44
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for 54
. recovery of 55(1)
Personal bond—See also Bond
. security for registration, as 9(2) (b)
Prescribed
. defined 1(d)
Procedure
. appeal from review 'by
Superintendent, of 31(2)
Province of Ontario Savings Office
. trust account at 35
Publication
. names of interested persons
on letterheads 44
. report of investigations
by Attorney-General, re ... .27
Purchaser
. waived by, re statements
of business 50(2)
Real estate
. defined 1(e)
. promise by broker to
re-sell, forbidden 40(a)
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Real estate
—
Con.
.
promise by broker to sell
purchaser's, forbidden AO(b)
. purchase by broker of listed ... .48
Refund
fee or portion of 16(2)
Register
. defined 1(/)
Registrar
appointment of 2(1)
appointment to conduct
investigation 23(1)
Attorney-General may order
investigation by 25
certificate of, to Registrar
of Supreme Court 31(3)
certificate signed by, as
evidence of registration 58
consent of, re disclosure
of evidence 26
defined l(^)
deposit of cash, etc., with
Treasurer of Ontario 16(1)
duties of 2(2)
free access to books
and accounts by 36(2)
information from applicant
required by 11
inspection of books
and accounts by 36(1)
list of persons registered
prepared by 59
notice of hearing by 30(2)
notice of registration by 42
notice to, re cancellation
of bond 18(2)
.
refusal by, to grant
registration 5
report re temporary
registration by 5
. request for review, served on 30(1)
Registrar of Real Estate and
Business Brokers
—
See
Registrar
Registration
cancellation or suspension of ... 7
exemption from 17
extinguishment of, re
change in partnership ... .3(2)
grant of, by Superintendent 6
renewal of 14
requirement of residence for 12(1)
requirement for, re salesmen . .4(1)
requirements re brokers
and salesmen 3(1) (a)
requirements re officials . .3(l)(b)
REAL ESTATE AND
BUSINESS
BROKERS—Con.
Sec.
Registration
—
Con.
. salesmen, re 3(1) (c)
suspension of 4(2)
term of bond re 18(3)
.
termination of 14
Regulations
.
defined 1(A)
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 57
. persons exempted from
registration re 17(t)
Remuneration
. scale and computation of ...51(2)
Renewals
.
registration, of 14
Reports
. investigations, of, by
Superintendent 24
Re-sale
. promises by broker re,
for'bidden 40(a)
Residence
.
requirements for
registration re 12(1)
. service in armed forces re . . 12(2)
Review
. appeal to Supreme
Court from 31(1)
. evidence admissible at 30(3)
. notice of decision on 30(5)
. power of Superintendent on 30(4)
. request for 30(1)
Salaried employee
. exemption from
registration re 17(&)
Salesmen
defined 1 (»')
exemption from Act
re, regulations 57(o)
forbidden to trade for
other brokers 47
inducement by, to break
contracts, forbidden 49
notice by 15(2)
.
change in address for
service, re 15(2) (o)
. change in employment,
re 15(2)(&)
registration of 3(1) (c)
registration of, on death
of broker 13(2)
requirements for
registration of 4(1)
type of commission
prohibited to 51(1)
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Salesmen—Con.
. unregistered, employment
of, fort)idden 46
•Secarities Act
. exemption from registration
re persons registered under 17(c)
Security—See also Collateral
security
. direction of Supreme Court
re disposition of 28(2)
. requirements re, on application
for registration 9(2)
Service—See also Address for
service
. evidence of 10
Solicitors
. exemption from registration 17(g)
Statements
. sale of business, on
. . delivery of, to purchaser .50(1)
. . goods included, in
absence of 50(2)
Superintendent
. appeal from decision of 31(1)
. appointment of experts by,
re investigations 23(5)
. certificate signed by, as
evidence of registration 58
. consent of, re disclosure
of evidence 26
. defined 1 (;)
. discretion of, re registration 12(1)
. enforcement of forfeiture by . . .20
. evidence admissible on
review by 30(3)
. forms provided by,
re registration 9(1)
. further directions by,
following appeal 33
. further information from
applicant required by 11
. grant of registration by 6
. investigation by 25
. . order re 23(1)
. notice of, effective as
certificate of lis pendens . .28(3)
. order of court to, on appeal . .32
. orders by, to hold funds 28(1)
. power of, on review 30(4)
. powers of 2(2)
. recommendation for refund
re fees 16(2)
. report of investigation to . . .23(6)
. report of investigations by ... .24
. report of temporary
registrations to 5
REAL ESTATE AND Sec
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Superintendent—Con.
review by, re 30(1)
service of notice of 29
. suspension or cancellation
of registration by 7
Supreme Court
. appeal to, after review
by Superintendent 31(1)
. application to, for
disposition of securities
or funds 28(2)
Termination
. registration, of 14
Trade
.
defined l(jfe)
Trading
. classes of, in real estate,
etc., regulations re 57(fl)
particulars of, to be recorded 34(1)
Treasurer of Ontario
. collateral security
deposited with 9(3)
disposition of proceeds
of bond by 22
. payment of refund by 16(2)
. Registrar to deposit cash,
etc., with 16(1)
Trust account
. trust moneys kept in 35
Trust companies
. exemption from
registration re 17(d)
Trust ledger
. particulars to be recorded in 34(2)
Trustees
. payment of bond moneys to . . .21
Unregistered person
. holding out as broker by 43
Waiver
. purchaser, by, re statements
on purchase of business ...50(2)
Winding-up Act (Canada)
. direction to hold funds
for trustee, etc., under ...28(1)
. exemption from registration
for assignees, etc., under 17(o)
. proceedings under, re
enforcement of forfeiture ....20
Witnesses
. power to summon
re investigations 23(3)
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REAL PROPERTY Sec.
See Accidental Fires Act; Ac-
cumulations Act; Aliens' Real
Property Act; Assessment
Act; Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act; Devolution
of Estates Act; Escheats Act;
Estates Tail Act; Fraudulent
•Conveyances Act; Housing
Development Act; Industrial
and Mining Lands Compensa-
tion Act; Infants Act; Land;
Land Titles Act; Land Trans-
fer Tax Act; Limitations Act;
Married Women's Property
Act; Mechanics' Lien Act;
Mental Incompetency Act;
'Mortgages Act; Mortmain and
Charitable Uses Act; Partition
Act; Petty Trespass Act;
Power Commission Act; Prop-
erty and Civil Rights Act;
'Provincial Land Tax Act;
'Public Works Act; Quieting
'Titles Act; Real Estate and
Business Brokers Act; Reg-
istry Act; School Trust Con-
veyances Act; Short Forms of
'Conveyances Act; Short Forms
of Leases Act; Short Forms
of Mortgages Act; Statute of
Frauds; Succession Duty Act;
Trustee Act; Wills Act
RECEPTIONS, CIVIC
See Municipal Act
RECIPROCAL
ENFORCEMENT
OF JUDGMENTS
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Judgments Act,
Vol. 4, p. 38L
Action
recovery, for, not barred by Act 9
Appeal
. pending, registration of
judgment not allowed 3(f)
Application
.
Act, of, to certain
Provinces Note
. judgment debtor, 'by, to set
aside registration 6
. provinces with reciprocal
provisions, to 8
. register judgment, to 2
RECIPROCAL Sec.
ENFORCEMENT OF
JUDGMENTS—Con.
Application
—
Con.
. registration, for, recovery
of costs 4(c)
Arbitration
. award, as judgment l(l)(a)
Award
arbitration, as judgment ..1(1) (a)
Certificates
.
taxing officer, of, endorsed
on registration order 4(c)
Clerk of court
judgment filed with 2i,Z)
Conditions
. registration, of 3
Costs
.
recovery of 4(c)
. registration, taxing of 4(c)
.
rules re, by Rules Committee ...7
Court
. judge may exercise powers of 1(2)
. original, defined 1(1) (d)
. outside Ontario, registering
judgment of 2
.
power to set aside registration
on ex parte order 6
. registering
. .
defined 1(1)(^)
.
.
jurisdiction of 4(&)
. rules of, making of 7
Court orders
—
See Orders
Creditor
—
See Judgment creditor
Debtor
—
See Judgment debtor
Definitions
judgment l(l)(o)
judgment creditor \{\){b)
judgment debtor 1(1) (f)
original court 1(1) (rf)
registering court . 1 (1) (c)
Ex parte order
—
See Orders
Exemplification
. costs of, recovery 4(c)
.
filing of, for registration 2(3)
Fraud
.
judgment by, effect 3(rf)
Judge
.
powers of court re 1(2)
Judgment
. against public policy 3(/)
. application for registration of 2(1)
. . notice re 2(2)
.
certified copy or
exemplification to be filed . 2{2)
. default of jurisdiction
re, effect 3(»-c)
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RECIPROCAL
ENFORCEMENT OF
JUDGMENTS—Co«.
Sec.
Judgment
—
Con.
. defined l(l)(a)
. obtained outside Ontario,
registration of 2(1)
. registration of, refused 3
Judgfment creditor
. defined 1(1)(&)
. registering judgment obtained
outside Ontario, by 2
. right of action preserved . . , 9
Judgment debtor
. appeal, by, effect of 3(e)
. application by, to set
aside registration 6
. defined 1(1) (O
. failure to serve process
on, effect 3(c)
. good defence of, for
non-registration 3((7)
. lack of jurisdiction
over, effect 3(a-c)
. notice of application to
register judgment to 2{2)
. notice of registration on
ex parte order to 5
. sale of property of,
without notice 5
Jurisdiction
. lack of, effect .3(a-c)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. approval of rules of court by . . .7
. discretion of, re application
of Act 8
Notice
. application to register
judgment, of '2{2)
. registration on ex parte
order, of 5
Orders
court, of, as judgment ...l(l)(a)
Lieutenant-Governor, by,
enlarging scope of Act . . 8
registration, for, ex parte . . . .2(2)
. filing of 2(3)
. notice of 5
. refusal of 3
. setting aside 6
Original court
. defined l(l)(<i)
Procediure
. registration of judgment 2,5
. Rules Committee may regulate . . 7
RECIPROCAL Sec.
ENFORCEMENT OF
JUDGMENTS—Co«.
Public policy
.
refusal to register, as 3(/)
Reciprocal provisions
.
other provinces, effect 8
Registering court
. defined 1(1)(«)
.
jurisdiction over
registered judgments 4(6)
Registrar
. filing judgment with 2(3)
Registration
.
effects of 4
. ex parte order, on, notice re 5
.
judgment obtained
outside Ontario, of 2
. order, setting aside 6
.
recovery of costs of 4(c)
. refusal of 3
. register or clerk, with 2(3)
Rules Committee
. power to make rules 7
Sale
. judgment debtor's property,
of, when invalid 5
Service
. notice of registration on
ex parte order, of 5
Supreme Court of Ontario
—
See also
Court
. registration of judgments in 2
Taxing officer
. taxing of costs by 4(c)
. . certificate endorsed on
registration order 4(c)
Time
. notice of registration on
ex parte order, for 5
. registration of judgment
obtained outside Ontario, for 2(1)
. sale of judgment debtor's
property, for 5
RECIPROCAL
ENFORCEMENT OF
MAINTENANCE
ORDERS
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Maintenance Orders Act,
Vol. 4, p. 385.
Appeals
. confirmed order, re 5(6)
. refusal to make provisional
maintenance order, from . . .4(10)
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RECIPROCAL Sec.
ENFORCEMENT OF
MAINTENANCE
ORDERS—Com.
Applications
. extension of 10
. extent of Note
. maintenance order, for 4(1)
. rescission or variation, for ...
.5(5)
Attorney-General
.
documents transmitted by ..4(5,6)
. orders transmitted to Supreme
Court by 5(1)
. registration of orders by 2
. transmission of evidence
taken after remission by . . .4(8)
. transmission of orders to
reciprocating state by ....3,4(3)
. varying or rescinding order
transmitted by 4(9)
Certified copy
defined 1(a)
evidence taken after
remission, of transmission . .4(8)
maintenance order, of
. transmission from
reciprocating state 2
. transmission to
'reciprocating state 3
provisional order of
reciprocating state 5(1)
provisional order, transmission
to reciprocating state 4(5)
varying or rescinding order,
etc., transmitted to
confirming court 4(9)
Court
. confirmation of provisional
order of reciprocating state 5(1)
. confirming, or rescinding order 5(5)
. defined 1(&)
. evidence in, from
reciproca'ting state 9
.officer of, proof of signature 8
power to vary confirmed order 4(9)
provisional order of
. confirmed in
reciprocating state 9
.
copy to Attorney-General . . .4(3)
. modified 5(3)
remitted for further evidence 5(4)
. rescinded 4(8)
. statements re 4(4)
. transmission of documents re 4(5)
registering or confirming
order, enforcement 6
registration of orders in .2
remission to, for further
evidence 4(7)
RECIPROCAL
ENFORCEMENT OF
MAINTENANCE
ORDERS—Con.
Court—Con.
.
transmission of evidence
taken after remission 4(8)
.
transmission of orders to
reciprocating states 3
Declarations
.
additional reciprocating
states, of 10
Defence
. provisional order, to 5(2)
Definitions
. certified copy 1 (a)
. court lib)
. dependants 1 (f
)
.
maintenance order 1(d)
Dependants
.
defined 1(c)
Depositions
evidence, as 9
remission, after
transmission of 4(8)
requirement for 4(2)
transmitted to
'Attorney-General 5(1)
transmitted with order 4(5)
transmitted with varying
or rescinding order 4(9)
Documents
.
accompany provisional
orders, to 4(5), 5(1)
.
proof of sigrnature on 8
Evidence
additional, remission for 4(7)
application for order, on 4(2)
court's statement conclusive . . .5(2)
hearing at, of 4(1)
reciprocating state, from 9
remission for, after
order confirmed 5(5)
.
taken upon remission,
transmission of 4(8)
Judges
.
depositions signed by 4(2)
. signature of, proof 8
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. declaration re reciprocating
state by 10
. procedure under Act
prescribed by Act 7
Maintenance order
. confirmed, appeal from 5(6)
variation, rescission of 5(5)
. defined 1(d)
. enforcement of 6
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RECIPROCAL Sec.
ENFORCEMENT OF
MAINTENANCE
ORDERS—Con.
Maintenance order
—
Con.
. made in Ontario, transmission
to reciprocating states 3
. made in reciprocating state,
registration enforcement of ... .2
. provisional—see Provisional
maintenance order
Notice
. remission for further
evidence, on 4(7)
Order
—
See Maintenance order
Order of affiliation
. maintenance order, not !(</)
Procedure
Lieutenant-Governor in
Council may prescribe 7
Provisional maintenance order
. against resident of
reciprocating state 4(1)
. certified copy to
Attorney-General 4(3)
. court may confirm or modify 5(3)
. reciprocating state, of 5(1)
. . defence, evidence 5(2)
. refusal to make, appeal re . . . .4(10)
. remission for further evidence 4(7)
. remission to original court .5(4)
. rescission of 4(8)
Statements
. court by, on making
provisional order 4(4)
. court, by, re grounds for
opposing order 5(2)
Summons
. appearance to, request for
further evidence 5(4)
. failure to appear on . . .' 5(3)
. order of reciprocating
state, on 5(1)
. . defence, evidence 5(2)
Supreme Court
—
See also Court
. orders of reciprocating
state transmitted to 5(1)
. registering court for orders
made by superior courts . . . .2(2)
Witnesses
. depositions of, on application
for order 4(2)
RECOGNIZANCE
See Estreats Act; Summary Con-
victions Act
RECORDS Sec.
See Archives Act; Audit Act;
Business Records Protection
Act
REEVES
See Commissioners for taking
Affidavits Act; Municipal Act
REx*EREE
See Official Referee
REFERENCES
See Constitutional Questions
Act; Judicature Act; Munici-
pal Arbitrations Act
REFORESTATION
See Agricultural Societies Act;
Private Forest Reserves Act;
Trees Act
REFORMATORIES
Reformatories Act,
Vol. 4, p. 391.
See also Andrew Mercer Re-
formatory Act; Cx>roners Act;
Department of Reform Insti-
tutions Act; Extramural Em-
ployment of Persons under
Sentence Act; Female Refuges
Act; Industrial Farms Act;
Jails Act; Liquor Control Act;
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act; Training
Schools Act
Accoimtant
. appointment 3
. certifying payable bills 25(4)
Accounts
. auditing of industrial 26
. bank, with 25(1)
. payment of balance to
Provincial Treasurer 25(5)
Administration
. custodial branch, of 11 (a)
.
industrial branch, of 11(6)
Bailiffs
.
delivery of prisoner to 9
Bills
. attached to cheque
for signature 25(4)
. certified by accountant 25(4)
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REFORMATORIES—Con. Sec.
Board of Parole
.
consideration of parole by ..18(2)
Bursar
. appointment 3
. cheques signed by 25(3)
. security, by 12
Cheques
. bills attached to 25(4)
. signing and
countersigning of 25(3)
Committal
. copy of, re removal of prisoner 9
Conduct
.
inmates, record of 17
Contracts
. inspectors to fulfil .24
County
.
defined 1(a)
Court
. discretion of, to imprison
in reformatory 7
Credit
. amount of, at 'bank 25(1)
Custodial branch
. administration by
superintendent 1 1 (a)
Definitions
. county 1 (a)
. inspector 1(6)
. Minister 1 (c)
Deposit
. money received, of 25(2)
Detention
. diseased inmates, of 21
Director of industries
. administration of industrial
branch by 11(6)
.
appointment 3
security by 12
.
signing cheques by 25(3)
Discharge
. expiration of term, upon 20,21
Employees
. interest in prison contracts
not allowed 13(1)
. . penalty re 13(2)
.
prohibited to trade
in reformatory 14
REFORMATORIES—Con. Sec
Farming
. land for 16
Imprisonment
. preceding reformatory 18(1)
Industrial branch
. administration by director
of industries 11(6)
Industrial school for boys
. inmate's transfer to
reformatory 8, 9
Inmates
—
See Prisoners
Inspectors
.
contracts fulfilled by 24
. countersigning cheques 25(3)
. defined ....1(6)
. power over officers 5(1)
JaU
transfer from reformatory to .8
Labour
. beneficial, for prisoners 16
. outside reformatory 19(1)
Land
. surrounding reformatory,
acquisition of 23
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. maintenance of reformatories by 2
. officers approved by 3
. power to procure
surrounding land 23
. regulations by 4
. sanction by, re
extramural employment ...19(1)
Liquor Control Act
. prohibition of liquors under . .15(1)
Minister
. countersigning cheques 25(3)
. defined . . . . ' 1(c)
. establishing amount of
officers security 12
. opening reformatory
industries account 25(1)
Narcotics
. prohibited within
reformatory 15(1)
Officers
. appointment of 3
. duty to deliver up
prisoner for removal 9
. prohibition to contract
with prisoners 13(1)
. . penalty 13(2)
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REFORMATORIES—Con. Sec.
Officers—Con.
. prohibition re supplying
prisoner's liquor, narcotics 15(1)
. prohibition re supplying
tobacco to prisoners 15(2)
.
prohibition re taking gratuity ... 14
. removal of 5(2)
. security by 12
. suspension of - 5(1)
. . pay during
,
.... 5 (2)
Parole
. prisoner, of 18(2)
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act
. inspector appointed under ...1(6)
Penalties
. officers interested in
contracts, for 13(2)
. supplying liquors, drugs and
tobacco to prisoners, for ..15(2)
Prisoners
. contracts by officers
with, prohibited 14
diseased, detention of 21
employment outside
reformatory 19(1)
. conditions re 19(2)
encouraged to labour 16
parole of 18(2)
record of conduct of 17
sentence of, to
reformatory 7, 18(1)
subject to regulations 19(2)
transfer from industrial farm
. jail, to 8
. school, from 9
Property
. custody of superintendent, in . . .22
. reformatory, of 22
Provincial Auditor
. audit of accounts by 26
Provincial Treasiu-er
payment of balance of
debit to 25(5)
Records
. conduct of prisoners, of 17
Regulations
administration of
reformatories, re 4
. discipline, re 4
. duties of officers, re 4
. employment outside
reformatory, re 19(2)
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 4
REFORMATORIES—Con. Sec.
Removal
.
officers, of 5 (2)
Security
. officers, by 12
Sentence
. copy of, re removal of prisoner . .9
. reformatory, to 18(1)
Stewcird
. security, by 12
Storekeeper
. appointment of 3
. security by 12
Simday
.
expiration of term on 20
Superintendent
. administration of
custodial branch by ll(o)
appointment of 3
custodian of property 22
delivery of prisoner by 9
receiving prisoner 10
security by 12
Surgeon
. appointment of 3
Suspension
. officers, of 5(1)
Tobacco
. supply to prisoners
prohibited 15(2)
Transfer
. prisoners, of
. .
jail to reformatory, from 6
. .
reformatory to jail, from 8
Warrant
. removal, of 8-10
REFUGEES
See Charitable Institutions Act;
Female Refuges Act; Penal
and Reform Institutions In-
spection Act
REGISTERED NURSES
See Municipal Act; Nurses Act
REGISTRAR
See Interpretation Act
REGISTRATION OF
BIRTHS, DEATHS
AND MARRIAGES
See Vital Statistics Act
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REGISTRY Sec.
Registry Act, Vol. 4, p. 397.
See also Assessment Act; Ceme-
teries Act; Conveyancing and
Law of Property Act; Custody
of Documents Act; Department
of Municipal Affairs Act; De-
volution of Estates Act; Evi-
dence Act; Execution Act;
Investigation of Titles Act;
Land Titles Act; Land Trans-
fer Tax Act; Loan and Trust
'Corporations Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Mortgages Act;
Mortgage Tax Act; Municipal
Act; Partnerships Registration
•Act; Planning Act; Public
Lands Act; Quieting Titles
'Act; Settled Estates Act;
Short Forms of Conveyances
Act; Short Forms of Leases
Act; Short Forms of Mort-
gages Act; Succession Duty
Act; Surveys Act; Vendors
and Purchasers Act; Wills Act
Absence
. person, of
. . neglecting to discharge
mortgage 67(8)
. . signing discharge of
mortgage 64(3)
Absentee
. statutory declaration for ....33(5)
Abstract
. certificate of registrar on . . . .17(2)
. instruments, of, re parts of
further subdivision 86(4)
. instruments, of, re parts of
subdivided lots 86(3)
. omission of discharged mort-
gage and expired lien from 17(4)
. registrar making 17(1)
. statement of fees on 17(3)
Abstract index—See also Books
;
Registry book
blocks, for 86(1)
delivery to new registry . .24(1) (d)
entry in
. instruments, of 53(1)
. lots, of 29(1) Form 3
. mortgage not recorded in
full, of 48(6)
ordering duplicate or new . . .26(4)
recopying of, rules for 26(6)
Administration
—
See Grant of
administration; Letters
of administration
REGISTRY—Co«. Sec
Administrator
. entry in general register re . 21(8)
Affidavit
accompanying instrument not
in conformity with plan . . .88(1)
. form of Form 14
attached to instrument 34(2)
condition of grantor, re ....52(1)
contents of, as proof for
registration 34(1) Form 5
filing of, with instrument
. . . .53(1)
instrument as security for
liability, re 35 Form 6
inventory, re, certified by
surrogate court 57(4)
marriage, re 52(2)
. certificate of judge as
substitution for 52(3)
. entered in register 52(4)
party, by, not admitted 38
payment of expenses re 39
persons to take
. in Ontario 36(1)
. out of Ontario 36(2)
proof of execution of will, re 57(1)
service of notice of sale re. .60(1,2)
signature of witness re 38
substitution for 37
translator, of 46
verifying copy of
. certificate of Treasurer of
Ontario 57(7)
. Crown grants 55
. instrument registered by
memorial 63(1)
. probate or letters of
administration 67(6)
. will 57(1,2)
witness, of, as proof for
registration 34(1)
. form of Form 5
witnesses compellable to make ..39
Affirmation
. proof for registration, as 37
Alimony
. registration of order and
judgment of 60, Note
Alphabetical index
. delivery to registry 24(1) (i^)
.
entry of instrument in 53(1)
. names, of 30
.
. form of Form 4
4
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REGISTRY—Con. Sec.
Amalgamated loan corporation—
See also Certificate
. discharge of mortgage held by . .65
Application
provisions, of, re evidence as
to marriage 52(5)
Assignment
mortgage, of, registered before
discharge 67(1)
. production of, on registering
discharge of mortgage . . . .64(2)
Attorney-General
. order to sheriff to seize books . .25
Books—See also Abstract index;
Registry book
certificate by registrar of new . .2Z
. form of Form 2
delivery to new registry . .24(1) (a)
municipality to provide 21(1)
pattern of 21 (2)
property of Crown 21(10)
recopied when unfit for use . .26(1)
. validity of 26(2)
repair of 26(3)
separate for each municipality 21(3)
treasurer, to furnish new . . . .21(9)
treasurer's neglect to furnish
new 22
use of extra 21(11)
By-laws
book of 21(5)
entries re, not in general
register 21(6)
levy of funds for preparation
of plans, re 92(5, 10)
money, re, open to public
inspection 73(5)
registration of
. changes in municipal
boundaries, re 73(3)
. money, re 73(4)
registration of, etc., streets re
. passed after March 29, 1873 73(1)
. passed before March 29,
1873 73(2)
Caution
. claim to unpatented land, re . .3(3)
Certificate
.
amalgamation of loan corpora-
tions, of
. . defined 1(0)
. .
entry in general register ..21(8)
REGISTRY—Con. Sec.
Certificate—Con.
discharge of liabilities, re 71
. form of Form 12
endorsed on instrument,
effect of 53(1)
. form of Form 8
. instrument registered in two
parts 50
first registration of owner, of . . .2
judge, by
. discharge of mortgage, re .... 67
. notice of sale, re 60(4) (5)
. power of attorney, re 49(1)
. . form of Form 7
judge, by, in lieu of affidavit
of execution 40
. form of Form 7
judgment, of, entered in general
register 21(8)
partial discharge of mortgage,
re 68(1,2)
payment of succession duty,
of 21(8)
plan, on, by Ontario land
.
surveyor 84(8)
. form of Form 13
registrar by, on registry book . .22
. form of Form 2
registrar, of. on abstract ....17(2)
registration of instrument, at 53(1)
. form of Form 8
re-registration, of 63(3)
. form of Form 8
sheriff, etc., by
. discharge of seized mortgage,
re 70(2)
. . eflfect of 70(5,6)
. . form of Form 1
1
. . proof of execution 70(4)
. withdrawal of seizure of dis-
charged mortgage re .... 70(7)
statement of discharge by . . . .64(1)
. form of Form 10
surrogate court, of, re affidavit
of inventory, etc 57(4)
surveyor, by, on plan made by
order of Inspector 92(4)
Treasurer of Ontario, by, re
succession duty
. contents of 57(8)
. issue and registration of ..57(7)
. recording of 57(9)
Change
. boundaries of ridings, of 4(1)
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City—See also Municipality;
Toronto
.
application by, re additional
security of registrar 9(3)
Claim
.
unpatented lands, to 3(3)
Clerk
.
prohibition
. .
carry on loaning business,
to 14(2)
. . deal in land, to 14(1)
. . practice profession, to 14(3)
.
statutory declaration, by, on
completion of registry book 53(3)
.
verification of copies in books
and certificate by 53(2)
Commission
. land changed in security for ...79
Corporation
. statutory declaration for ...33(5)
Correction
. entries, of 82(1)
.
.
method of 82(2)
Coimty
. application by, re additional
security of registrar 9(3)
. defined 1(c)
County council
—
See Mimicipality
Court—5"^^ also Judge
. jurisdiction of, re registration
of plans 90
. . alteration of registered plan,
re 89(1)
. order of
.
. entry of, re executors etc.. .21(8)
. registration of sale under
process of 81
. seal of, evidence for registration 41
. sea! of, under discharge of
seized mortgage 70(3)
Crown—See also Crown grants
. contribution to costs by, re
preparation of plans 92(17)
. registry books as property of 21(10)
Crown attorney
registrar pro tempore, as 12(2)
Crown grants
. instruments after, registration
of 74(1)
. . exceptions re leases 74(2)
.
list of, to registrar 96, Note
.
registration of 55
Custody of Documents Act
.
referred to 24(1) (e), 56
REGISTRY Cow. Sec.
Death
.statement of testator's, in
ariidavit 57(3)
Declarations—See also Statutory
declaration
discharge of mortgage, re, by
other person 64(3)
duplicate or assignment of
mortgage, re 64(2)
proof for registration, as 37
service of notice of sale, re 60(1)
Definitions
certificate of amalgamation of
loan corporations 1(a)
county 1(b)
inspector 1(c)
instrument l((i)
land 1(e)
local description 33(6)
mortgage 48(7)
mortgagee 48(7)
net income 109
power of attorney 1(f)
street or highway 84(14)
will Kg)
Delivery
. books, etc., by registrar
. . new registry, to 24
.
.
vacating office 25
Deputy registrar
appointment of 12(1)
attendance during office hours 16(1)
declaration by, on completion
of registry book 53(3)
oath by 13
production of documents, duty
re 20(2)
prohibition
. carry on loaning business,
to 14(2)
. deal in land, to 14(1)
.
practice profession, to 14(3)
registrar pro tempore, as 12(2)
taking of affidavit by 36(1)
verification of copies by 53(2)
Devolution of Estates Act
. caution under, defined as
instrument \(d)
. regulations re conveyance as
precedence over 57(6)
Documents
production of, duty re 20(2)
production of, on investigation
by Inspector 120
Dower
.
barring of 52(3)
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Entries
affecting land by local
description 33(2)
. cancellation of, registered since
January 1, 1890, barring
discharge 72
correction of 82(1)
. method of 82(2)
instruments, of
. abstract and alphabetical
index, in 53(1)
. not copied in books 24(5)
. . lots of land in abstract
index, re 29(2)
written in foreign languages . .46
plans, of, re subdivision of
land 84(17)
Errors
. registrar not liable for
predecessors 19
Evidence—See also Proof
.
certified copy, by 43, Note
.
certified copy of service of sale
as 60(3)
. condition of grantor 52(1)
exceptions from 52(5)
. investigation by Inspector, on . . 120
Evidence Act
. evidence by certified copies
under 43, Note
Execution Act
registration of notice of seizure
of mortgage under 60, Note
Executor
. removal or appointment of,
entry re 21(8)
Exhibition
originals, of, by registrar . .17(1)
Expenses
. deduction of, re office of
registrars 110
payment of
. . affidavit by witness, re 39
. . new surveys, etc., re 28
.
preparation and registration of
plan, for 92(5,6)
recopying books etc., of 27
Fees
.
exemption from, of declaration
of discharge 64(5)
furnishing of list of convey-
ances, for 106(2)
. payment of registration 47(2)
. preparation of abstracts re
plans, for 86(6)
REGISTRY—Con. Sec
Fees
—
Con.
recopying books, etc., for 27
registrar, of
. amendments, etc., re, by 98
. annual return re 105(2)
. appeal from Inspector's
decision re 102(2)
book of 105(1)
charge of, re figures 1(X)
fixed by Inspector 99
printed schedule of 103(1)
recovery of, from municipal
corporation 104
settling of disputes by
Inspector, re 102(1)
. statement re 103(2)
. tariff of 97
registration, for 48(3)
registration of mortgages, for 48(4)
statement of. on abstract ....17(3)
Field notes
.
plan of subdivision of land, on 84(9)
Figures
. charges of registrar for 100
Filing
instrument, of, with all
affidavits 53(1)
.
order by judge re preparation
of plan, of 92(15)
First owner
—
See Owners
Forms
abstract index, of Form 3
affidavit of execution Form 5
affidavit of executions where
instrument is security ...Form
6
affidavit where instrument does
not conform to plan .... Form 14
alphabetical index, of Form 4
certificate of discharge of in-
strument creating charge Form 12
certificate of discharge of mort-
gages by sheriff, of Form 11
certificate of judge in lieu of
affidavit, of Form 7
certificate of Ontario land
surveyor, of Form 13
certificate of registration,
of Form 8
certificate on registry books,
of Form 2
declaration re land with local
description, of Form 15
discharge of mortgage, of. .Form 10
minute of registration, of ..Form
9
oath of registrars, of Form 1
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General register
. by-laws not entered in 21(6)
. entries in 21(8)
. listing of entries 21(8)
. registry division, for 21(4)
Grant of administration—See also
Letters of administration
. entry in general register 21(8)
Grantee
. endorsement re, on deed 54'S
Grantor
.
affidavit by, re condition ...52(1)
Highway
.
defined 84(14)
. plans for registration, on 84
Hours—See Office hours
Index—See also Abstract index;
Alphabetical index
. land, of, described in plans
of subdivision 84(10)
. names, of, delivered to new
registry 24(3)
. wills of, omitted from general
register 21(7)
Ink
. prohibited for use in copying . . 18
Inspector
authorization by
. employment of assistants,
re 72(6)
. fire-proof fittings, re 6(3)
. loose-leaf books, re 21(2)
.
method of copying plans, re 84(7)
. use of several registry books
at one time, re 21(11)
collecting of evidence by 120
defined 1(c)
determination of fees for
recopying books, etc. .27,86(5)
duties of 119
extension of time by, for de-
livery of books, etc 24(7)
order by
. books unfit for use, re ...26(1)
. copies or new abstract
indexes, re 26(4)
. designation of subdivision
plan area, re 94(1)
. expenses for new surveys,
etc., re 28
. index of wills not entered in
general register, re 21(7)
. new survey or plan, re . . . .26(5)
. plan index book, re 85
REGISTRY—Con. Sec.
Inspector—Con.
.
order by
—
Con.
. . repair or preservation of
books, etc., re 26(3)
. . subdivision of units into
blocks, re 86(1,2)
. power to employ extra help . . 122
.
revision of registrar's disburse-
ments by 117
Instruments
abstract of, re parts in
subdivision 86(3, 4)
conformity with registered
plan 84(11)
defined l(rf)
omission from recopies
abstract index 26(6)
registration of 31
. executed before January 1st,
1866 61-63
executed by attorney 49(2)
executed in other registry . .63(2)
foreign language 46
Government department, in 43(4)
non-conformity with proper
plan, re 88(1,2)
offices of land titles or court,
in 43(3)
referring to unregistered plan. .87
relating to different
municipalities 51
securing liability 35
subdivision plan area,
in 94(l)(a-?)
. two parts, in 50
securing liability, discharge of .71
size of 32
stamping of 47(3)
Judge
. certificate by, re power of
attorney 49(1)
. form of Form 7
certificate by, re proof of
execution 40
. form of Form 7
order by
. compelling witnesses to make
affidavit 39
.
preparation of plans, re . .92(13)
. register discharge of mort-
gage, to 67 {7)
. registrar to produce docu-
ment, for 20(2)
m
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Judge—Con.
. proof taken by
.
.
discharge of last mortgage,
re 67(2)
. . discharge of mortgage, re . .64(3)
. . execution of instrument, re . .40
. . notice of sale, re 60(4,5)
.
.
power of attorney, re ...49(1)
Judgment—See also Certificate
. regristration of 42
Judicatiure Act
registration of orders for
alimony under 60, Note
Land—See also Subdivision
claim to unpatented 2(2)
defined 1 (e)
registration of instrument re
. patented after 1887 3(1)
. without local description 2>Z
subdivision into blocks 86
Land Titles Act
. application of 2, 3(1), 3(3),
96, Note, 107(2)
Letters of administration
. registration of 58
. . discharge of mortgage,
on 67(5,6)
.
.
precedence over other convey-
ances on 59
Liability
registrar and sureties, of, for
loss and damage 10
. registrar pro tempore, of 12(3)
Liens
. equitable, validity of 76
. expired, omission from .
abstract of 17(4)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. additional grant to registrar by 108
. additional security by registrar
established by 9(3)
. amendments of registrar's fees
by 98
. amount of security fixed by .9(1)
. authorization by, to make new
surveys or plans 26(5)
. regulations by 126
. remuneration or registrar fixed
by 107(3)
. rules for management of
registry offices 118
. situation of registry offices
determined by 5
REGISTRY—Con. Sec.
List of conveyances
. furnished municipality 106(1)
. . fee for 106(2)
Loan and Trust Corporations Act
. referred to 1 (a)
Local description
. defined 33(6)
Lots
. designation of, on plans for
registration 84(6)
. entry of, in abstract index . .29(1)
. . rules for 29(2)
Maintenance
.
registry offices, of, by county
council 6(1) (4)
. . contribution by towns and
cities to 6(2) (4)
Maps
. delivery to new registry ..24(l)(c)
Marriage
. affidavit, re 52(2)
Mechanics' lien
.
marking off certain entries,
re 72(4,5)
. registration of 60, Note
. registration of discharges
of 60, Note
Mechanics' Lien Act
. referred to 17(4), 21(8),
60, Note, 72(4, 5)
Memorandum
. correction of entry, re 82(2)
Memorials
.
delivery to new registry of 24(1) (c)
. entry of, improperly copied 96
. re-registration of instruments
registered by 63(1)
. . certificate of 63(3)
. . method of 63(2)
Mental Hospitals Act
. referred to 60, Note
Mining Act
. referred to 60, Note
Mining claims and rights
. registration of liens on ... .60, Note
Mining Tax Act
.
referred to 42, Note
Minute of registration
. margin, in 54
. . form of Form 9
Mortgage
. defined 48(7)
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Mortgage—Con.
discharge of
. absence of person signing. .64(3)
. certificate stating 64(1)
.
. form of Form 10
. effect of 69
.
failure to produce duplicate
or assignment 64(2)
. held by amalgamated loan
corporation 65
. instruments executed by
attorney, of 67(4)
. left by will 67(5)
lost or destroyed 67(2)
.
neglect to execute registra-
tion of 67(7-9)
. paid ofT by subsequent
mortgagee 66(1, 2)
production of assignment at 64(2)
. registered before April 1,
1899 21(8)
. registration of 64(1)
. released from seizure 70(7)
. seized under execution 70
duplicate, production on regis-
tering discharge 64(2)
entry in abstract index when
not recorded in full 48(6)
entry of, when not copied in
full 48(2)
marking off entries barring dis-
charge of, registered since
January 1. 1890 72(1,2)
. omission from abstract of
discharged 17(4)
. omission to be copied in full 48(1)
. persons entitled to demand
full recording 48(5)
. registration for conveyance
under power of sale 60(7)
. registration of assignment
preceding discharge of ...67(1)
. registration of seizure by
sheriff 60, Note
. release or discharge of part of
land or money re 68(1,2)
. security for actually advanced
money, as 77
subsequent recording in full. 48(5)
Mortgagee
consent of, to registration of
plan 84(16)
. defined 48(7)
. rights of, paying oflF preceding
mortgage 66(1)
Mortgages Act
. referred to 60(1)
REGISTRY—Con. Sic
Mimicipal Act
. referred to 73(4)
Mimicipality
.
application to court re registra-
tion of plans 90 ^^^b
. duty to provide fire-proof fl^^l
offices 6(1) "^
.
inspection of registry books by 115 I
.
office equipment and material
provided by 6(4) •
. payment of expenses re plans
by 92(8)
. registrar's surplus fees to .111(1)
Names
. alphabetical index, in 30
. use of, in affidavit by witness 34(3)
Net income
. defined 109
Northern Development Act
.
referred to 60, Note
Notarial copy
. Quebec, from, registration of . . .44
Notice
. discharge of mortgage, re . . 67(9)
. effect on prior registration 75
Notice of sale
. certificate by judge re ...60(4,5)
. registration in other registries 60(6)
. registration of 60(1)
Numbering
. pages and records, of 54
Oath
. deputy registrar, of 13
. registrar, of II
.
. form of Form 1
Office hours
. registry, of 16(1-4)
Offices
. county council to provide . . . .6(1)
. fitting for, registrar to provide 6(3)
Orders
. Mining Court, of, registra-
tion 42, Note
Orders in Council
. registration of 56
Originals
. re-copied, preservation of . . . 26(2)
Owners
.
consent to closing road by, of
adjoining land 89(4)
. registration of first 2
Parties
. prohibition to take affidavits by. 38
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Penalty
municipality neglecting to
prepare plans, for 92(9)
neglect to deliver books, etc.,
for 24(6)
neglecting to register plan of
subdivision of land, for . . .84(12)
registrar's refusal to deliver
books, for 25
unauthorized alteration of
entry, for 123
Planning Act
. referred to 84(18)
Plans
alteration of registered
. appeal from order re 89(3)
. jurisdiction for 89(1)
. person entitled to application
for 89(2)
authentication of, re lands of
cities, etc 92(2)
copies of, delivery to new
registry 24(1) (A)
jurisdiction of court re registra-
tion of 90
making of new 26(5)
preparation, etc., of
. order of judge, by 92(13)
. . costs of 92(14,17)
. where old survey
defective 92(10,11)
registration of
. effect of 89(1)
. land in cities, etc., re ... ^ .^. .92
. land situate in several town-
ships re 92(3)
. order of judge re 92(13-16)
.
procedure re 93
. provisions re, not affecting
other provisions of Act 92(12)
. subdivision of land . 84(1, 16-18)
. subdivision of unpatented
land 84(15)
. survey, etc., made before
March 4. 1868, re 91
subdivision of land, re
. application of provisions
for 84(19)
. contents of 84(2)
. designation of lots in 84(6)
. field notes of 84(9)
. highways and topographical
features in 84(5)
. index of 84(10)
. mounting and copying of . .84(7)
. scale and particulars in . 84(3,4)
REGISTRY—Con. Sec.
Plans
—
Con.
. subdivision of land, re
—
Con.
. . signing and certifying of . .84(8)
. . . form of Form 13
. . verification of signature to 84(13)
Power of attorney
. defined 1(/)
. discharge of mortgages, re ..67(4)
. proof of, to judge 49(1)
Preservation
. re-copied original books, of . .26(2)
Priority
. registration, of 75
Probate
—
See also Wills
. entry in general register . . .21(8)
. registration of, effect of 59
. registration on discharge of
mortgage 67(5, 6)
Proof See also Evidence
. execution of instrument, of 40
. registration, for 34, 37
Prothonotarial copy
—
See Notarial
copy
Public Lands Act
. referred to 96, Note
Recopying
. abstract index, of, rules for . .26(6)
Recording
. instrument, of .53(1)
Registrar
additional grant to 108
additional security by 9(3)
annual returns by 105(2)
. Inspector to receive 105(4)
application for new registry
book by 21(9)
appointment of 7
appointment of deputies by ..12(1)
attendance during office hours 16(1)
certificate of, re book provided. .23
. form of Form 2
certificate of books delivered
to new registry by 24(4)
certified copy of registered
instrument by 43(1)
declaration, by. on completion
of registry book 53(3)
delivery of books, etc., by on
vacating office , 25
duty of
. registering plans, re 93(2)
.
to furnish information 121
entries by
. instruments not copied, of. .24(5)
-
lots in abstract index, of. .29(1,2)
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Registrar—Con.
. exclusion of certain fees from
percentages payable by 114
income of l,2(a,b)
issue of certified copies by . .20(1)
keeping of index of localities by. .30
liability for loss and damage ... 10
non-liability for predecessors'
errors 19
oath of office by 11
payment of surplus fees by ...111
percentages payable by, in pro-
visional judicial districts 116(1,2)
production of documents, duty
re 20(2)
prohibition by
.
public use of ink, re 18
.
taking out books, etc., re ..17(1)
prohibition of
. carry on loaning business,
to 14(2)
. deal in land, to 14(1)
.
practise profession, to 14(3)
providing fire-proof fittings,
etc 6(3)
providing new book 22
remuneration for abstracts in
subdivision 86(5)
seal of 8
searches, etc., by, of 17(1)
security by 9(1)
stamping of registered instru-
ment by 47(3)
statement of amounts paid to
municipality by 112
supervision of work in office ... 15
taking of affidavit by 36(1)
vacation of office by, return of
fees on 113
verification of copies by 53(2)
Registration
conditions of, in subdivision
plan area 94(1) (a-c)
copy of
.
executed by Quebec industry. .44
. instrument in land titles or
court, of 43(3)
. power of attorney in govern-
ment department, of . . . 43(4)
first, of owner 2
grant by Crown as original . .33(7)
hours for 16(1)
instrument, of
. in full 47(1)
. in two parts 50
. not conforming to proper
plan 88(1,2)
. referring to unregistered plan. .87
REGISTRY—Con. Sec.
Registration
—
Con.
instrument, of
—
Con.
. relating to different
municipalities 51
.
requiring not proof 34(1)
. when deemed performed 83
judgment, of 42
letters of administration, of
precedence of 59
man, by
. joined by wife
.^. . . .52(2)
. not joined by wife ....'... .52(1)
notice of instrument, as 78
order of Mining Court, of 42, Note
particulars, of, from recorded
instrument 33(3)
plans, of 93
power of attorney of 49(1)
. exception 49(3)
priority of 75
probate, of, precedence of 59
procedure re 53(1), 45
proof for 34
.
instruments made before
January 1, 1866, re 62
. instruments made before
September 1, 1910, re . . . .34(4)
. instruments made by corpora-
tions, re 41
. other than witness 40
registrar's certified copy, of . .43(2)
Registry book
—
See also Books
copying of, delivery to new
registry 24(1) (e), (2)
numbering of pages in 54
use of more than one 21(11)
wills, of, delivery of, to new
registry 24(1) (/)
Registry divisions
. creation of new 4(2)
.
unaflfected by new boundaries
of ridings 4(1)
Registry office
situation of 5(1, 2)
Remuneration See also Fees
.
registrar, of, for abstracts in
subdivision 86(5)
Repair
.
books, etc., of 26(3)
Re-registration
instrument, of, executed before
January 1, 1866 63(2,3)
. . form of Form*
.
registry papers, lost before
March 4, 1868, of 95
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Restrictions
. occupation of registry officers,
re 14(1-3)
Returns
annual, by registrar 105
Road
. consent of owner to closing
of 89(4)
Sale
. fKJwer of, on registration of
mortgage in full 60(7)
Scale
. plans, of, for registration .. .84(3)
Seal
registrar, of 8
Searches
. registrar, by 17(1)
. surveyor, by, in preparing
plans 92(7)
Security
. additional, by registrar 9(3)
. registrar, by 9(1)
. . amount of 9(2)
Seizure
. registration of, of mortgage
by sheriff 60, note
Sheriff
. registration of seizure of
mortgage, by 60, note
seizure of books, etc., by 25
Signatiure
.
entry in margin, of 54
Size
. instruments, of 32
Stamping
. duplicate mortgage and assigni-
ment, of, on discharge" ...64(4)
. instrument, of, on registration 47(3)
Statutory declaration
. completion of registry book,
on 53(3)
. condition of grantor, re 52(1)
. corporations and absentees,
for 33(5)
. land by local description, re.. 33(2)
. . form of Form 15
. land without local description,
re 33(4)
. marriage, re 52(2)
. registration in separate books,
re 33(3)
Streets
. defined 84(14)
REGISTRY—Con. Sec.
Subdivision
—
See also Land
. land, of 84(1)
. land units, of, into blocks . . . .86(1)
. . boundaries re 86(2)
Subpoena
. production of document, re . .20(2)
Succession duty
. certified to be paid or secured 57(7)
Succession Duty Act
referred to 57(4) (6)
SiuTogate coiut
. certificate re affidavit of inven-
tory, etc., from 57(4)
Survey
.
making of new 26(5)
Tacking
. prohibition re, against rules of
priority 76
Taxes
. registration of sale for arrears
of 81
Time
. delivery of books, etc., for . .24(6)
. . extension of 24(7)
. registration of discharge of
mortgage, for 67(7)
.
registration of sale for taxes,
for 81
. registration of will, etc., for ...80
validity of security for com-
mission, etc.. for 79
Toronto
special provision for
. . accommodation for registry
office, re 124
. . application of mortgage tax
for expenses, re 125(2)
. .
salaries of registry staflf, re 125(1)
Translator
.
instruments written in foreign
languages, of 46
Treasurer
—
See also Municipality;
Treasurer of Ontario
. books for registry provided
by 21(1)
. furnishing of new registry book
by 21(9)
neglect to furnish new book 22
. payment by
. .
expenses of new surveys, etc.,
of 28
. .
fees for recopying books, etc.,
of 27
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Treasurer of Ontario
. consent of, to changes in prop-
erty of deceased person ...57(6)
. . required only once 57(10)
. . . exception 57(11)
Trustees
.
appointment of, entered in
general register 21(8)
Vacancies
. registrar, re 12(2)
Vaults
.
provided by county councils ..6(1)
Verification
. copy of
. . Crown grants, of 55
.
registry books and certificate,
in 53(2)
. . will, of 57(2)
.
signature, of, to plans 84(13)
Wills
. affidavit of subscribers witness
to 57(1,3)
. affidavit verifying copy of . .57(1,2)
. defined l(^)
. entry in general register 21(8)
. indexing of 21(7)
. recording of 57(5)
. registration of
.
.
precede registration of any
deal, to 59
. . production of original,
by 57(1) (a)
.
.
production of probate, etc.,
by 57(1)(&)
.
.
within 12 months, effect 80
Witness
.
affidavit sworn by, as proof for
registration 34(1)
.
use of name in affidavit by . .34(3)
.
will, to, swearing affidavit 57(1) (3)
REGULATIONS
Regulations Act,
Vol. 4, p. 461.
See also Department of Munici-
pal Aflfairs Act; Interpretation
Act; Official Notices Publica-
tion Act; Public Lands Act;
Public Service Act
Administration
Act, of, assigned to Minister 1(6)
. Minister's powers re 4
Approval
regulations, of 1(*),2(2)
. .
certificate of 2(1)
REGULATIONS—Con. Sec.
Boards
making or approving
regulations 1(e)
By-laws
.
municipal, local board,
not regulations 1 (e) (i)
. regulations, when deemed ....1(e)
Certificates
. Registrar of, on
filing regulations 5(2)
. required on filing 2(1)
Civil servants
. schedules re, not
deemed regulations 1 (e) (iv)
Clerk of the Executive Council
.
copies of regulations
certified by 2(2)
Commissions
.
making or approving
regulations 1 (e)
Consolidation
.
Minister may authorize 7(d)
publication in, deemed
publication within Act 7 {2)
Definitions
. file 1(a)
. Minister 1(6)
. publish 1(c)
.
Registrar 1 (d)
. regulation \{e)
Department of Municipal Affairs
Act
.
by-laws of municipality; local
board defined in 1 (e) (i)
Department of public service
.
making or approving
regulations 1 (e)
Evidence
publication as 3(4) (a)
Exceptions
category regulations, to 1(e)
Executive Coimcil
.
administering Minister to
be member of 1(6)
File
. defined 1(a)
Filing
invalid regulations, of, effect 8
regulations, of 2
Government official
making or
approving regulations 1(e)
Indexing
regulations re 7(l)(f)
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Judicial notice
. published regulation, of 3(4
King's Highway
. orders designating,
not regulations l(^) (iii
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
administration assigned to
Minister, by 1 (&
body making regulations
appointed by 1 (^
making or approving
regulations 1 (e
. filing 2(2
Minister's powers subject
to approval of 7(1
. orders by, designating
King's Highway not
regulations 1(e) (iii
. Registrar of Regulations
appointed by 5(1
Map
publication of, unnecessary ... .5(3
Minister
. defined 1 (&
. making or approving
regulations l(e
. power to extend time
for publication 3(2
powers of 4,
Notice
—
See also Judicial notice
publication as 3(4) (fe
Official—5"^^ Government official
Ontario Gazette
publication in 3(1
Ontario Municipal Board
. orders of, not regulations 1(e) (ii
. . exception 1 (e) (ii
Orders
. King's Highway, re,
not regulation 1(e) (iii
. Minister of, to extend time for
publication 3(2
. Ontario Municipal Board, of,
not regulation 1(e) (ii
exception \(e)(n
. regulation as l(e
Plans
. publication of, unnecessary ...5(3
Public Service Act
. schedules under,
not regulations 1(e) (iv
Publication
.
invalid regulations, of, effect 8
. map or plan, of, unnecessary 5(3
REGULATIONS—Con. Sec.
Publication—Con.
. Minister's order extending
time, of 3(2)
.
regulations, of 3(4)
extension of time 3(2)
Publish
. defined 1(c)
Registrar
. defined 1(d)
Registrar of Regxilations
. appointment of 5(1)
. filing with 2
. powers and duties of 5(1)
Minister may prescribe 7(l)(o)
Regulations
. citation of 6(2)
. defined 1(e)
. filing of 2
. filing or publication of,
not to validate 8
Minister's powers re 4
. numbering of 6(1)
. publication of 3
Rule
regulation, as 1(e)
RELIEF
5"ee Unemployment Relief Act
RELIGIOUS GIFTS
See Charitable Gifts Act; Chan-
ties Accounting Act
RELIGIOUS
INSTITUTIONS
Religious Institutions Act,
Vol. 4, p. 465.
See also Land Titles Act; Mort-
main and Charitable Uses Act
Accounts
. duty of trustees re 16
Act
. applicable to Church of
England in Canada 19(1)
. applicable to Jews 21
. applicable to Roman
Catholic Church 20
.
special Acts not affected by .... 17
Actions
. rent in arrears, for 6(4)
Additional land
—
See Land
Affidavit
. verifying record
of proceedings 15(1)
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INSTITUTIONS—Con.
Application of Act
. Church of England in
•Canada, to 19(1)
. Jews of Jewish religion, to 21
. Roman Catholic Church, to 20
Appointment
. trustees, of 1(1)
. trustees' successors, of 13(1)
.
trustees' successors, of, as
specified in conveyance 1(1)
Bishop
.
United Church of England
and Ireland, of, as trustee
under 3V., c.74, s.l6 ...19(3,4)
Burial grounds
. appointment of joint
trustees for 18(1)
. . assent of congregation to ..18(2)
. . . evidence of 18(3)
. conveyance to trustees
of adjoining 18(1)
Change
. name of religious body, of ...1(3)
. name of trustees, of 1(3)
Christians
. Act applied to 1(1)
Church of England
. sale and mortgage of
land belonging to,
consent requisite 19(6)
Church of England in Ontario
. application of Act to 19(1)
Church of England in Upper
Canada
.
application of Act to 19(1)
Church wardens
. Church of England, of,
as trustees 19(2)
Collective name—See also Name
. trustees, of 1 (2), 2
Congregations
appointment of trustees by ...1(1)
appointment of trustees'
successors by 13(1)
approval of exchange
of land by 8(1)
change of name by 1(3)
consent by, re conveyance
to denominational board 11
consent by, re joint
burial grounds 18(2)
consent by, to conveyance. . 12(1-2)
consent by, to conveyance
on union ,.>..;... 10(1)
RELIGIOUS Sec.
INSTITUTIONS—Con.
Congregations—Con.
. consent by, to conveyance to
newly formed congregation. 9(1)
. record of proceedings of ....15(1)
. varying number of trustees by ...3
Consent
. congregation of
. . conveyance on union, re ...10(1)
. . conveyance to denominational
board, re 11
. . joint trustees for adjoining
burial grounds, re 18(2)
. old congregation, of, to
conveyance to newly
formed congregation 9(1)
. . sale of land, re 12(1)
. . sale, re, approval of
judge in lieu of 12(3)
. requisite for sale and
mortgage of land belonging
to Church of England .... 19(6)
. sale, to, evidence of 12(2)
Conveyance
. consent of congregation to 12
.
denominational board, to 11
.
description of trustees in 1(2)
. newly formed society, etc., to 9(1)
. prior to 7 March, 1910,
validity of 9(2)
.
resolution of society re 8(1)
.
union of congregations, on 10
. union of congregations
prior to Act, to,
validity re 10(2)
Evidence
. assent of congregation, of ...18(3)
. copy of record of
proceedings as 15(2)
Exchange
. land, of 8(1)
House of public worship
. rested in trustees for
diflferent congregations 14
Incorporation of Church Societies
of United Church of
England and Ireland,
in Dioceses of Quebec
and Toronto Act
property vested in the
Synod under 19(5)
Incorporation of Sjmod of the
Diocese of Toronto, and
Union with Church
Society of the Diocese
of Toronto Act
.
property vested in the
Synod under 19(5)
4
1
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INSTITUTIONS—Can.
Jews
. application of Act to 21
Judge
. approval of conveyance, by . 12(3)
Land
. additional, conveyed 2
. conveyance for religious
purposes 1(1)
. disposed of upon resolution 8(1)
. joined in mortgage 5
. lease of 6
. mortgage of, by trustees 4(1-2), 5
. sale of 7
Lease
. consent of congregation
required 6(3)
. payment to lessee
for improvements 6(2)
. renewal of 6(2)
. time limit re 6(1)
Management of Temporalities
of the United Church of
England and Ireland Act
. bishops to be trustees under 19(3)
Meeting
. appointment of trustees'
successors, re 13(1)
change of number of
trustees, re 3(2)
consent to lease land, re 6(3)
election of additional
trustees, re 3(3)
sale, re 12(1)
Minute books
proceedings, of 15(1)
Mortgages
. land, of 4(1-2)
. land, of, belonging to
Church of England,
consent requisite 19(6)
. power to join land in , .5
Name
.
religious body, of, changed ...1(3)
.
trustees, of, in conveyances ...1(2)
Notice
.
meeting for appointment of
trustees' successors, re ....13(1)
. meeting of re disposal
of land 8(2)
. meeting to consider number
of trustees, re 3(2)
Number
.
trustees, of, changed 3(1-4)
RELIGIOUS Sec.
INSTITUTIONS—Con-
Parson
. Church of England, of,
as trustee 19(2)
. .
under 3V., c.74, s.l6 19(3)
Persons
. invested with legal title
as trustees 19(3)
Private sale
—
See also Sale
. land, of 7(2)
Proceedings
. evidence of 15(2)
. registered 15(1)
Public auction
—
See also Sale
sale of land by 7(1)
Records
. proceedings, of, registered ...15(1)
Rector
. United Church of England
and Ireland, of, as trustee 19(3)
Registration
.
proceedings, of 15(1)
. proceedings, of, re
appointment of trustees . . . 13(2)
Registry office
.
record of proceedings in ....15(1)
Rent
. arrears, in, remedies
for recovery 6(4)
Representatives
. congregation, of, at sale 12(2)
Resolution
. change of number of
trustees, re 3(1-4)
. conveyance of additional
land, re 2
Roman Catholic Chiurch
.
application of Act to 20
Sale
—
See also Private sale
approval of county judge, by 12(3)
. land, of 7
land, of, belonging to
Church of England 19(6)
Societies
—
See Congregations
Special Acts
.
Act not to afJect 17
supplemented by Act 17
Successors
. trustees, of
. . appointment specified
in convej'ance 1(1)
mode of appointment 13(1)
Synod in trust
trustees, as 19(5)
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RELIGIOUS
INSTITUTIONS—Con.
Sec.
Time
.
limit for lease of land 6(1)
Trustee
.
appointment of, to
'take conveyances 1(1)
. bishop in trust as 19(4)
. bishop, parson, rector,
etc., as 19(3)
. change of name of 1 (3)
. change of membership of . . 3(1-4)
.
conveyance on union
of congregations .10
. conveyance to, of newly
formed congregation 9(1)
.
description of, in
conveyances 1 (2)
.
duty of re accounting 16
. parson and churchwardens
of Church of England as . . 19(2)
. power of, re conveyances ...1(1)
. power to appoint joint
trustees for several
adjoining burial ground . . . .18(1)
. power to join lands in mortgage 5
. power to lease land 6(1)
. power to mortgage land . . .4(1-2)
. power to sell land 7
. . private sale, by 7(2)
. . public auction, by 7(1)
. power to sue for rent
in arrears 6(4)
. representing several
congregations 14
. successor of, appointment
as specified in conveyance ... 1(1)
. successors of, appointment .13(1)
. synod in trust as 19(5)
. taking conveyance of
additional land 2
.
taking conveyances, powers of 1(1)
tenure of office of 13(2)
United Church of England and
Ireland in Canada
. application of Act to 19(1)
United Church of England and
Ireland in Upper Canada
application of Act to 19(1)
Validity
.
conveyance executed before
7 March, 1910, of 9(2)
. conveyance, of, made
before passing Act for
uniting congregations 10(1)
Vote
. appointment of trustees'
successors, re 13(1)
RELIGIOUS Sec.
INSTITUTIONS—Con.
Vote—Con.
. change of number of
trustees, re
. consent to lease land, re
. sale, re
.3(1)
6(3)
12(1)
REMEDIAL
LEGISLATION
See Interpretation Act
REMEMBRANCE DAY
See Interpretation Act
RENTS
See Apportionment Act; Assess-
ment Act; Conveyancing and
Law of Property Act; Land-
lord and Tenant Act; Limita-
tions Act; Mortgages Act;
Settled Estates Act; Short
Forms of Leases Act
REPLEVIN
Replevin Act, Vol. 4, p. 475.
See also Bailiffs Act; Courts;
Landlord and Tenant Act;
Limitations Act; Liquor Con-
trol Act
Action
. replevin of goods, for 2
. . exceptions from 3
Bills of exchange
. recovery of 2
Bonds
. recovery of 2
Books of account
. recovery of 2
Chattels
. recovery of 2
Damages
recoverable in replevin action ... .2
Debentures
. recovery of 2
Deeds
.
recovery of 2
Definitions
.
sheriff 1
Delivery
. demand for, by sheriff 4-6
. neglected or refused 4-6
Distress
.
wrongful, replevin action for ... .2
Dwelling house
. replevying from 4
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REPLEVIN—Co». Sec.
Enclosxires
. replevying from 5
Goods—See also Property
. recovery of 2
Liquor
. seized under any Act,
not recoverable 3
Liquor Control Act
liquor defined under 3
Order
—
See Replevin order
Papers
recoverj' of 2
Premises
. search of 6
Promissory notes
.
recovery of 2
Property
concealed in dwelling house . . .4
concealed in enclosure 5
concealed on person or premises . .6
personal, recovery of 2
seized under process,
not recoverable 3
Replevin order
sheriff's power under 4-6
Search
person or premises, of 6
SherifiF
. defined 1
. demand by, for delivery 4-6
. goods seized under legal
process by, not recoverable . . .3
. replevin from dwelling house by 4
replevin from enclosures 5
. .
right to enter 5
.
replevin from person or
premises, by 6
- right to search 6
Valuable securities
. recovery of 2
Writings
recovery of 2
REPRESENTATION
Representation Act,
Vol. 4, p. 477.
See also Legislative Assembly
Act
Acts
. special, re boundaries,
overruled 9
Assembly
. number of members in 2
. representation in 3
REPRESENTATION—Con. Sec.
Augmentations
. townships, of 6
Boimdaries
. defined 1
. electoral districts, by other
Acts, overruled 9
. electoral districts,
of, defined 3, Schedule
municipal, alteration of 4
. towns or villages on 5
Cities
. constituting electoral districts ... .7
. included in electoral districts . . .8
. special Acts re, overruled 9
Definitions
. boundaries 1
.
electoral districts, of .. .3, Schedule
Electoral districts
. alteration of municipal
boundaries in 4
. augmentations, of townships,
part of 6
. cities constituting 7
. cities, etc., not named in 8
. defined 3, Schedule
. division of Ontario into 3, Schedule
. present Act prevails re 9
. Schedule of Schedule
. towns, etc., on boundaries of ... .5
Electors
. towns, etc., on boundaries, of ...5
Gores
. townships, of 6
Legislative Assembly
—
See
Assembly
Members
. number in Assembly 2
representation by 3
Mimicipal boundaries See
Boundaries
Representation
. Assembly, in 3
augmentation or gores of
townships, of 6
. cities constituting
electoral districts 7
.
towns or villages
on boundaries 5
Schedule
. electoral districts, of .. .3, Schedule
Towns
. Act to prevail re
electoral districts 9
.
boundary lines, on 5
. included in electoral districtjs —
3
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REPRESENTATION—Con. Sec.
Townships
. Act to prevail re
electoral districts 9
.
augmentations or gores of 6
included in electoral districts . . .8
Villages
. Act to prevail re electoral districts 9
. boundary lines, on 5
. included in electoral districts ... .8
Voting
. electors of, in towns or
villages on boundaries 5
RESORTS
See Highway Improvement Act;
Long Point Park Act; Munici-
pal Act; Presqu'ile Park Act;
Public Health Act
REST HOMES
See Private Hospitals Act
RESTAURANTS
See Assessment Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
• Game and Fisheries Act; Oleo-
margarine Act; One Day's
Rest in Seven Act
RESTRAINT OF TRADE
See Rights of Labour Act
RETIREMENT PLAN
See Insurance Act
REVENUE
See Consolidated Revenue Fund
Act; Hospitals Tax Act; Pub-
lic Revenue Act
REVISION OF STATUTES
See Interpretation Act
RIGHTS OF LABOUR
Rights of Labour Act,
Vol. 4, p. 497.
See also Labour Relations Act
Actions
. collective bargaining
agreements, re 3(3)
. effect of Labour Relations
Act 3(2-4)
. members of union, against . . .3(1)
.
prosecution of trade union
or member re 3(4)
RIGHTS OF Sec.
LABOUR—Con.
Collective bargaining agreements
.
action re i(i)
. defined 1(a)
Combination
. acts by, when adionable 3(1)
. trade union, as 1 (&)
Definitions
. collective bargaining
agreement 1 (a)
. trade union 1 (&)
Labour Relations Act
. collective bargaining
agreement as subject of
action, re 3(3)
. prosecutions under 3(4)
.
trade union as party
to action, re 3(2)
Members
.
union, acts re trade disputes 3(1)
union, prosecution of 3(4)
Prosecution
. trade union or member, of . . .3(4)
Reinstatement in Civil Emplojmient
Act
. preserved in .Ontario 4
Restraint of trade
. union objects re, eflfect ... 2
Trade dispute
. acts re. when actionable 3(1)
Trade unions
. acts of members of,
in trade dispute 3(1)
. defined \{h)
. objects in restraint of
trade, effect 2
. party to action, as Z{2)
.
prosecution of 3(4)
RIOTS
See Municipal Act
RIVERS
See Beach Protection Act;
Beaches and River Beds Act;
Beds of Navigable Waters
Act; Bridges Act; Conserva-
tion Authorities Act; Ditches
and Watercourses Act; Lakes
and Rivers Improvement Act;
Marine Insurance Act; Munici-
pal Act; Territorial Division
Act
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ROADS
See Beach Protection Act; Crown
Timber Act; Federal District
Commission Act; Highway
Improvement Act; Highway
Traffic Act; Mining Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal
Drainage Act; Public Lands
'Act; Public Service Works on
Highways Act; Public Works
Act; Snow Roads and Fences
Act; Statute Labour Act;
Surveys Act
ROLL OF PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS IN
ONTARIO
See Public Accountancy Act
ROLLER RINKS
See Municipal Act
ROLLING MILLS
See Municipal Act
ROLLING STOCK
See Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Conditional
Sales Act; Railways Act
ROWING
See Athletics Control Act
ROYAL ARCHITEC-
TURAL INSTITUTE
OF CANADA
See Architects Act
ROYAL COLLEGE OF
DENTAL SURGEONS
See Dentistry Act
ROYAL ONTARIO
MUSEUM
See Teachers' Superannuation
Act
RUGBY
See Athletics Control Act
RULES COMMITTEE
See Controverted Elections Act;
'County Courts Act; Interpre-
tation Act; Judicature Act;
'Matrimonial Causes Act;
Regulations Act
RULES OF THE ROAD Sec.
See Highway Traffic Act; Snow
'Roads and Fences Act
RURAL HYDRO-ELECTRIC
Rural Hydro-Electric Distri-
bution Act, Vol. 4, p. 499.
See also Power Commission Act;
Public Utilities Act
Commission—See also Hydro-
Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontario
. power, grants to 1
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. grants payable from 1,2
Corporation
. municipal, grants to 1
. township, grants to 2
. urban municipalit}% grants to ...2
Grants
. chargeable to capital account ...3
. commissions, to 1
. townships to 2
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario
. recommendation re grants ...1,2
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. orders of, re grants 1,2
Power Commission Act
. rural power districts under,
grants to 1
Public Utilities Act
.
rural power districts
under, grants to 2
Rural power districts
. commissions distributing
power in grants to 1
.
general or special Acts, under . . .2
.
township distributing power
in, grants to 2
Treasurer of Ontario
. payment of grants by 1,
2
. grants chargeable to
capital account by 3
RURAL POWER
DISTRICT LOANS
Rural Power District Loans
Act, Vol. 4, p. SOL
See also Power Commission Act
Advances
. amount of 4
. applications for 3
. certificate of repayment of ...7(2)
. . registration of 7(2)
. Commission to recommend 5
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RURAL POWER DIS-
TRICT LOANS—Cyu.
Sec.
Advances—Con.
default in repayment 6(2)
expenditure of. controlled
by Commission 5
. fund for 2(1)
liens or charges, as 7(1)
discharge 7(2)
priority of lien re 8(2)
purposes for 2(3)
registration of notice of 7(1)
.
repayment of 4,
6
.
unpaid, powers of
'Commission re 8(1)
Application
. advance, for
. . form of 3(1)
. . declaration to accompany . .3(2)
. . notice of,
to encumbrancers 3(2, 3)
Certificates
. repayment, of 7(2)
Commission
. advances approved by S
. advances repayable to 6(1)
. application to, for advances . . .3(1)
.
control of expenditures by 5
. default on repayment to 6(2)
. defined 1(a)
. notice to encumbrancers, by . .3(3)
. payment out of fund to 2(2)
.
powers re unpaid advances . . 8(1)
. priority of lien for advances 8(2)
.
registration of notice
of advance 7(1)
. report on money needed by . . 2(2)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. fund set apart from 2(1)
Declarations
application for advance with . .3(2)
Definitions
Commission 1(a)
.
regulations 1 (b)
Encumbrances
declaration re. when
seeking advance 3(2)
. notice re 3(3)
. subsequent to advance 7(1)
Fund
. creation of 2(1)
payments out of 2(2)
Installations
. control of, by Commission 5
. electrical services, of,
fund for 2(1)
RURAL POWER DIS- Sec.
TRICT LOANS—Con.
Installations—Con.
. property included in 2(3)
rights of Commission re,
until advances repaid 8(1)
Liens
. advances as 7(1)
. discharge of 7(2)
. priority of 8(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
fund set apart by 2(1)
. . payment out of 2(2)
regulations re advances, by 9
Money
—
See Advances
Mortgages
—
See Encumbrances
Notice
. advance, of, registration of . . .7(1)
application for advance of,
to encumbrancers 3(3)
.
default in repayment to
municipal clerk, of 6(2)
repayment after registration, of 7(2)
Registration
.
certificate of repayment, of .7(2)
. . cost 7(3)
. notice of advance, of 7(1)
Regulations
.
defined \(b)
. Lieutenant-Governor in
"Council, by 9
. form of application for
advances, re 3(1)
.
form of certificate of
repayment, re 7(2)
Rural power districts
. fund for
. purpose 2(1, 3)
. . payments out of 2(2, 3)
. landowners in, applications
for advances by 3(1)
RURAL POWER
DISTRICT SERVICE
CHARGE
Rural Power District
Service Charge Act,
Vol. 4, p. 505.
See also Power Commission Act
Commission
. deficit re rural power districts .2
.
recommendations by 1
Consolidated Revenue Fund
deficits payable from 2(1)
. .
repayment 2(2)
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RURAL POWER
DISTRICT SERVICE
CHARGED—Con.
Sec.
Deficits
payment of 2(1)
.
.
repayment, special account re 2(2)
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario
—
See
Commission
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. regulations by 1
Regulations
. requirements before
construction, re 1
service charges, re 1
Rural power districts
. payment of deficits of 2(1)
. . repayment 2(2)
. regulations re requirements
for construction in
. 1
regulations re service charges in 1
Rural Power Service Suspense
Account
. creation, purpose of 2(2)
Service charges
. fixing, altering 1
. . deficit re 2
Treasurer of Ontario
creation of special account by 2(2)
SAFETY ZONES
See Highway Traffic Act;
"Municipal Act
SALE "^
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Frustrated Con-
tracts Act; Gasoline Handling
Act; Land Transfer Tax Act;
Security Transfer Tax Act;
Settled Estates Act; Un-
wrought Metal Sales Act;
Vendors and Purchasers Act
SALE OF GOODS
Sale of Goods Act,
VoL 4, p. 507.
'See also Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Bulk Sales
Act; Factors Act; Mercantile
Law Amendment Act; Ware-
house Receipts Act
Acceptance
. ascertaining intentions
re 19, Rule 4
.
breach of conditions after . . . 12(3)
. delivery by instalments, of 30
SALE OF
GOODS—Com.
Sec.
Acceptance
—
Con.
.
duty of buyer on 26
. examination before 33
. goods exceeding $40 value, of 5(3)
. refusal of 35
. . action re 48
. what constitutes 34
. wrong quantity of mixed goods,
of 29
Action—See also Damages
. breach of warranty, for 51
. damages for non-acceptance, for 48
. defined l(l)(a)
.
failure to deliver goods, for ... .49
.
.
specific performance 50
.
preventing valuation, for ...10(2)
. price of goods, for 47
. provisions of Act enforceable by 55
Agreement to sell
. defined 2(3)
. fulfilment of 2(4)
. goods perishing before sale,
effect on 8
.
implied condition in 13(a)
.
present sale of future goods as 6(3)
. valuation by third party re 10
Application of Act
. contracts re mortgage, pledge,
etc., to 57(3)
. other Acts re sale of goods,
to 57(2)
Auction
. sale by, rules re 56
Bailee
. delivery to
. . deemed unconditional
appropriation . . . . 19, Rule 5(ii)
. . loss of lien on 41(1) (a)
. .
property not passed by . . . .20(1)
. holding goods in transit 43
. notice of stoppage in transit to . .44
Bill of exchange
attached to bill of lading . . . .20(3)
Bill of lading
buyer to return 20(3)
Bill of sale
. law re, not affected 57(2)
Breach of contract
—
See also
Action; Damages
. actions for 47-52
. conditions, warranties, re 12
. delivery in instalments, re 30
. quantity, description of goods, re 29
Breach of warranty—See
Warranty
